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DIGITAL CONTENT

Shoot Video
Create compelling digital content with your iPad and Padcaster. Shoot, 
edit and upload video on the fly. With Padcaster’s robust functional frame 
encasing your iPad and the optional tripod to eliminate camera shake you 
have professional quality output in minutes. 

Other options include lens, microphone and green screen to transform 
your standard video shoot into something amazing with special effects and 
landscapes

Whether a sporting event, concert, play, graduation ceremony, live streaming, 
journalism club, classroom instruction – Padcaster can film them all.

Edit Video and Apply Effects
Create visually stunning videos for any type of media in brilliant colour for 
film, TV, and web with Adobe Premiere Pro timeline based video editing 
software. Premiere Pro, available as standalone or as part of the Adobe 
Creative Cloud suite that includes graphic design, and web development 
tools.

Higher Education: Adobe VIP subscriptions give your faculty, staff 
and students access to Creative Cloud software downloaded to 
your desktop, with a choice of named user or device licence with no 
minimum purchase requirement.

Schools: K12 school packs are a low cost single licence purchase 
for Adobe Creative Cloud products. Available as 100 pack and above 
device licence and allows home use rights for staff.

Also available – Bespoke training courses for CC with our expert 
partner.

Audio and Music
Create compelling soundtracks to accompany your video with Microsoft 
Surface Pro Tablet and pen input device. Using best of breed software tools 
and accessories, editing recorded audio or composing a piece of music is 
limited only by your imagination.

Sibelius 8:  the fastest, smartest, easiest way to write music create 
beautiful, captivating scores more quickly than ever before with the 
world’s best-selling notation software.

NEW Avid Pro Tools 12.6:  digital audio workstation for Microsoft 
Windows and OS X. 

Andrea Headsets:  high quality, reliable and comfortable headsets, 
ideal for music, eLearning creation or dictation.

Surface Pro Education Bundle: Educational institutions qualify for a 10% discount when purchasing 
Surface devices, Pen and Keyboard as a bundle.



Find out more today - call 01974 200 201

Announcing 
 Veeam Availability Suite 9.5

Availability for the Always-On Enterprise

NEW Veeam Availability Suite™ 9.5 is capable of scaling efficiently and 
effectively, regardless of the size of your environment and number of 
VMs, making it the most scalable Veeam release ever.
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E-LEARNING CONTENT

Create Content
TechSmith Snagit 13 to create “how to” videos. Its NEW extended 
panoramic screen capture will help you to capture and create powerful 
graphics, animated gifs and teaching demonstrations by recording 
processes and commentary live on screen

NEW! TechSmith Camtasia, you can edit, annotate and add other content 
to create compelling e-learning with built in interactive links and learner 
quizzes. Easy integration with Microsoft PowerPoint, allows you re-use your 
existing materials to create new e-learning content.

With Articulate Studio rapidly create online courses in PowerPoint. Easily 
build courses, quizzes, and other e-learning content with a tool you already 
know. Build a more immersive, engaging learner experience with video and 
simulations in Articulate Storyline 2.

With Adobe Captivate 9 you can create courses that run seamlessly across 
desktops and mobile. Go seamlessly from storyboarding to responsive 
eLearning design. Import PowerPoint slides into eLearning projects, add 
interactive elements, dip into the exclusive 50,000+ asset store or use 
assets from Adobe Stock to enrich your content.

Gaming Content
NEW Microsoft Minecraft Education Edition an open world game that 
promotes creativity, collaboration, and problem solving for your students 
within an immersive environment where the only limit is your imagination. 

Specifically designed for education it contains features that make Minecraft, 
already familiar to many students, more accessible and effective in a 
classroom setting. 

Educator Professional Development courses for Minecraft are now available 
through Microsoft Imagine. 

NEW Minecraft Education Edition now available in EES on a per user or 
per organisation annual subscription.

Plan
NEW! Mindjet MindManager 2017 makes it easy to brainstorm  and 
organise your ideas with an easy to use virtual whiteboard.

MindManager will help you identify and create a visual map of the learning 
sequence and support materials which you can work on and share with other 
colleagues to develop an effective approach.

We can help you meet your varied eLearning needs with a wide range of tools from market leaders to 
create compelling eLearning content.
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Microsoft E5 Plan
...realise the full potential of Office 365 2016

Microsoft E5 Plan delivers advanced communication, productivity and security 
features to extend and enhance your office 365 platform, including:

• PSTN Conferencing: dial-in to conference calls from any device

• Cloud PBX: make, receive and transfer calls at home, in work or on the road

• Power BI Pro: create your own dashboards and analyse your data in detail

• Advanced Threat Protection: security against unknown malware and viruses

• PSTN Consumption based billing: pay monthly for your calls

• And More...

Office 365 Services

Our expert partner, BFC Networks, offers workshops and custom deployments of 
office 365 Education for schools, helping you get the setup and solution that you 
want, no matter the requirement:

• Cloudclassroom: assign work to students in your class - monitor progress
• Parent365: allows Office 365 content to be made available to parents
• OneDrive Config: allows teachers to access student data on their one drive
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INFRASTRUCTURE SOLUTIONS

On-Premise

The cloud places new demands on organisations to balance traditional IT with 
cloud technology. Windows Server 2016 and System Center 2016 are cloud 
ready solutions to help with these issues.

NEW Windows Server 2016: gives new capabilities to detect and prevent 
suspicious activity, control privileged access, protect Virtual machines, Nano 
Server deployment, software defined storage, Windows Server Containers and 
key networking technologies used in Azure datacentres.

NEW System Center Server 2016: including Configuration Manager, 
Virtual Machine Manager, Operations Manager, Data Protection Manager, 
Orchestrator and Service Manager, provide added support for Linux, Hyper-V 
and VMware, and along with Operations Management Suite enables the 
management of both on-premises and cloud workloads.

NEW Core + CAL Licensing Model for both Windows and System Center 
Server 2016 

Cloud Platform
Microsoft Azure enterprise cloud platform makes it easier and faster to spin 
up a server within minutes. Whether you are looking to create VMs for test 
and development, to take some of the strain off your existing hardware, or you 
need to crunch some large data for a research project Azure provides a secure 
scalable infrastructure that meets your need. 

With its 99.99% service reliability rating you can sleep well at night knowing 
that your user needs are looked after 24/7. 

An upfront commitment of Azure Monetary consumption worth £36k entitles 
you to a 60TB StorSimple hybrid storage device.  

Why not try out Azure for as little as £733 from the newly opened 
Microsoft UK datacenters

Cloud Telephony
With today’s cloud based telephony, not only can you reduce your telephone 
costs but you can also leverage the latest technology for new activities such 
as live collaborative teaching events across multiple locations, not to mention 
parent marketing activities such as virtual open days.

Replace your existing telephony system with a Cloud PBX. Giving telephony 
access from anywhere for teachers from their PC, laptop, mobile device as well 
as a traditional telephone handset. 

The cloud PBX is part of the Microsoft Office 365 E5 plan which also provides 
advanced security, productivity and reporting.

NEW Skype for Business user based telephone call plans now available 
for education.

Our expert partners can assist with any projects you have planned from on premises to cloud services.
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No servers. No headaches. No malware.

Network and endpoint protection, centrally managed and 
communicating together. For stronger, simpler security. 

Sophos Central allows you to manage the award-winning Synchronized Security platform.  
Advanced attacks are more coordinated than ever before. Now, your defences are too. 

The unified console for managing your Sophos products.
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LAYERED SECURITY

Want safety for your data, students 
and staff then take a layered 
approach to your security?

Sophos Central, provides an unified cloud-based management console 
for managing your Sophos products. Sophos Cloud EndPoint anti-virus 
protection, and Sophos XG Firewall managed from the cloud console 
delivers Synchronised Security and control.

For added security combine Sophos Web and NEW Sophos Email 
gateways and NEW Sophos Wireless network management, all managed 
from within the Sophos Central cloud console. 

For added layers of security add Intercept X designed to augment your 
existing endpoint security or antivirus software, giving you next-generation 
anti-exploit, anti-ransomware, root cause analysis, and advanced system 
cleaning technology.

Offsite Backups for peace of mind 
Keeping an offsite backup of your critical data is as important as ever to 
protect against advanced threats such as RansomWare, where backup may 
be your only option for recovering your data.

Combine the power of NEW Veeam Availability Suite 9.5 fully integrated 
back-up, replication, disaster recovery and management solution with 
Microsoft’s Azure scalable, online cloud infrastructure to replicate your 
servers to the cloud.

Why not try out Azure for as little as £733 from the newly opened UK 
datacenters

Encrypt your data, wherever it goes
For complete data protection Sophos Safeguard Enterprise provides 
protection across multiple platforms and devices, all managed from Sophos 
Central. It includes:

SafeGuard Disk Encryption to secure your entire disk drive with full disk 
encryption.

SafeGuard File Encryption to protect your files whether they are local, on 
your network or in the cloud without slowing you down. 

Being part of the Sophos Synchronised Security ecosystem added 
protection is provided by removing encryption keys if antivirus or the firewall 
detects that the system is compromised. 

In partnership with our Sophos Solutions expert we offer IT security consultancy, assessments, 
solution implementation, managed services and training.
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ABBYY

PDF TRANSFORMER+

...essential PDF solution

Offering all you need in your daily work with PDF files - whether you wish to 
edit or add comments to a PDF document, add password protection, discuss 
it with colleagues, create, convert or simply read a PDF file in a friendly and 
secure environment.

FineReader 12 Professional       £ 54.17
FineReader Professional for Mac       £ 40.83
PDF Transformer+       £ 33.29

ABBYY   ESD

ACRONIS

BACKUP ADVANCED FOR PC

...new generation backup and recovery for your desktops and laptops

Backup advanced for pc is a solution for protecting all of your organisation’s 
desktops and laptops - either on site or on the road. With Acronis, your data 
is completely protected from hardware failures, viruses, malware, accidental 

deletions and data corruption.

Acronis Backup Advanced for...    1-9* 10-99* 100+*

PC - License (inc. AAS)      £ 57.31 £ 52.72 £ 48.71
PC - License (inc. AAP)      £ 59.25 £ 54.51 £ 50.36
     1-4** 5-14** 15+**
Windows Server - License (inc. AAS)     £ 724.68 £ 666.71 £ 615.98
Windows Server - License (inc. AAP)     £ 749.25 £ 689.31 £ 636.86
Linux Server - License (inc. AAS)     £ 724.68 £ 666.71 £ 615.98
Linux Server - License (inc. AAP)     £ 749.25 £ 689.31 £ 636.86
Hyper-V - License (inc. AAS)      £ 869.77 £ 800.19 £ 739.30
Hyper-V - License (inc. AAP)     £ 899.25 £ 827.31 £ 764.36
VMware - License (inc. AAS)      £ 869.77 £ 800.19 £ 739.30
VMware - License (inc. AAP)     £ 899.25 £ 827.31 £ 764.36

* Users. Price per user.     ** Units. Price per unit.     AAS - Acronis Advantage Standard (10/5 business telephone support with a 1 
business day turnaround).     AAP - Acronis Advantage Premier (24/7 telephone support with a 1 hour turnaround).

More from Acronis...

As a Acronis Certified Partner we can source and supply other software from 
their range including Access, Backup 12, Disaster Recovery and more.

Please call 01974 200 201 for more information
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AI SQUARED

ZoomText Magnifier 10.1     £ 375.00 £ 480.00
ZoomText Magnifier / Reader 10.1     £ 495.00 £ 595.00
ZoomText MAC     £ 425.00

Ai Squared  Box  USB*

* USB format - ideal for portable use on a computer or laptop. License assigned to the USB.

ZOOMTEXT MAGNIFIER 10.1

...advanced screen magnification

ZoomText Magnifier 10.1 is an advanced screen magnification program that 
enlarges and enhances everything on the computer screen, making your 
computer easier to see and use. With revolutionary new ‘xFont’ technology 
that displays crystal clear text at all magnification levels.

SNAP DEPLOY 5

...be everywhere at once

Snap Deploy deploys an exact Disk Image of a master machine 
(including the operating system, configuration files and all applications) 

to multiple systems simultaneously via multi-cast, making it ideal for rapid 
bare-metal installations onto servers and PCs.

Acronis Snap Deploy 5    1-49* 50-249* 250+*

PC - License (inc. AAS)     £ 7.97 £ 7.33 £ 6.77
PC - License (inc. AAP)     £ 8.24 £ 7.58 £ 7.00
    1-3** 4-9** 10+**
Server - License (inc. AAS)     £ 44.25 £ 40.71 £ 37.61
Server - License (inc. AAP)     £ 45.75 £ 42.09 £ 38.89

ACRONIS

* Users. Price per user.     ** Units. Price per unit.     AAS - Acronis Advantage Standard (10/5 business telephone support with a 1 
business day turnaround).     AAP - Acronis Advantage Premier (24/7 telephone support with a 1 hour turnaround).

ANDREA COMMUNICATIONS - OFFER 

EDU-175 AND EDU- 375 HEADPHONES

...on-ear stereo headphone

Andrea Communications offers a wide range of high-quality, reliable and 
comfortable headsets, headphones and microphones. Ideal for speech 

recognition (Nuance), music listening (Avid) or screen recording (TechSmith). 

... BUY ONE GET ONE FREE! (only on products EDU-175 and EDU 375 
Limited time offer expires 31st October 2016.

Headsets - EDU-255 Series / EDU-455 Series    Call  Call  Call
Headphones - EDU-175 Series / EDU-375 Series   Call  Call  Call
Microphone - SG-100 Series    Call  Call  Call

Andrea Communications Desktop Laptop/Device USB

Offer
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ADOBE - VOLUME LICENSING

Adobe CS6 Matrix

 
Value Incentive 

Plan (VIP)

Enterprise Term 
License 

Agreement (ETLA)

Cumulative 
Licensing 

Program (CLP)

Transactional 
Licensing 

Program (TLP)

License type:

Minimum intial 
purchase required:

Volume discount 
basis: 

Eligible products:

Web-based license 
tool:

Electronic software 
delivery (ESD):

Upgrade / 
maintenance 
coverage:

Adobe support 
services:

Online enrollment:

NEW! Creative Cloud 
for education

Annual subscription

No initial purchase 
required

Licensing option 1:  
Per named-user, 

Complete vs. Single 
App, Services

Licensing option 2: 
Per device, 

Complete vs. Single 
App, No services

4 discount tiers

Complete set of 
Creative Cloud (CC) 

applications or single
app option

Admin Console

Included

Included

Varies per product 

Online enrollment 
via reseller

1 or 2 year agreement, 
annual subscription

100 device licenses
(per pack)

Based on total 
device count

[Primary and 
secondary schools 

only]

Allocation of 
licensing for student 
devices also available

Complete set of 
Creative Cloud (CC) 

applications

Admin Console

Included

Included

Varies per product 

Online enrollment 
via reseller

2 year agreement, 
perpetual license

5,000 points

Cumulative discounts 
throughout 2 year 

agreement

ADOBE CS6 NOW 
DISCONTINUED

Acrobat, Captivate, 
Lightroom, Elements

and more still
available

 
 

Adobe Licensing 
Website

Included

No longer available

Optional

Available

1 time purchase, 
perpetual license

1 license

Same as education 
retail pricing

ADOBE CS6 NOW 
DISCONTINUED

Acrobat, Captivate, 
Lightroom, Elements

and more still
available

 

Adobe Licensing 
Website

Included

No longer available

Optional

Not applicable

3 year agreement, 
term-based license

Please call 
01974 200 201

Based on total 
FTE count

[Further & Higher 
Education only]

Please call 
01974 200 201

Creative Cloud 
Packager

Included

Included

Optional

Not available

K-12 School 
Packs (VIP)
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ADOBE - SUBSCRIPTION

ADOBE K-12 SCHOOL PACKS

...give your school access to industry-leading creative tools

Adobe K-12 School Packs are a low-cost, single license purchase with an 
annual (or multi-year) contract for a minimum of 100+ school-owned or leased 
computers. Available under Adobe VIP only. Device-based licensing only. 
Student devices can be licensed, for use at home, out of the allocation.

Benefits

• Access to Adobe’s latest applications - Photoshop CC, InDesign CC, Illustrator CC, etc.
• Easily add, deploy, manage and remove licenses from a single admin console
• Home Use Rights for staff to use on their computers at home

Adobe   Pricing

K-12 School Packs     Call

ADOBE VALUE INCENTIVE PLAN (VIP)

...exclusive licensing program for Creative Cloud for education

VIP is subscription-based and gives your faculty, staff and students access to 
Creative Cloud (CC) applications - download to your desktop - plus seamless 

ways to share and collaborate through access to online services. For 
institutions of all sizes. No minimum purchase required.

Benefits

• Purchase the complete set of CC apps or just a single app - with or without services
• Choice of named-user licensing for small departments or new device licensing ideal for labs
• Updates to CC apps as soon as they’re released - always have the latest tools and features

Adobe   Pricing

VIP Named-user licenses (complete CC set or single app, online services included)   Call
VIP Device licenses (complete CC set or single app, online services not included)   Call

EdgeGain Ltd - Professional Services
Our special relationship with innovative digital learning specialists EdgeGain 
means that we now offer bespoke training courses, support and online 
learning services with accredited Adobe Education Leaders, helping you get 
the most out of Adobe Creative Cloud, Adobe Acrobat and more.

Call 01974 200 201 for further information
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• Named-user licensing - for each individual user on their institutional computer, 
includes complete set of CC applications or single-app option, online services included

• Device licensing - for each computer rather than each user, 
includes complete set of CC applications or single-app option, online services not included

• Always up to date - licenses include updates to CC applications as soon as they’re 
released, so you will always have the latest creative tools and features

• Flexible licensing options - purchase the complete set of CC applications or just a single 
one, with or without services

• Built-in collaboration - with an option to add online services, small workgroups and teams 
can collaborate and share with ease [requires named-user licenses]

• Easy deployment & management - web-based Admin Console makes it easy to purchase 
additional seats, add users and manage

Find the right Adobe licensing today - call 01974 200 201

Creative Cloud (CC) 
for education
CC for education, available under Adobe VIP, offers two 
special licensing programs for UK academies, schools, 
colleges and universities

For Small Departments, 
Workgroups & 

Individuals
For Classrooms & 
Lab Environments

For Entire Institutions

CC for education (VIP) CC for enterprise (ETLA)

Named-user
licensing

Device 
licensing

Site-wide 
licensing

Benefits: 

Licensing:
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ADOBE - PERPETUAL

PHOTOSHOP ELEMENTS 14 & PREMIERE 
ELEMENTS 14 BUNDLE

...capture the moment now, perfect the photo or video later

Organize, label and find all your photos and videos. Make quick photo edits. 
Create movies in a snap. Add artistic touches. Create beautiful scrapbook 

pages and cards. Share to favorite social sites and view on 4K and HD TVs.

Non Concurrent - CLP 5  Points TLP CLP 1 CLP 2 CLP 3

Acrobat Pro DC 2015   160 £ 150.00 £ 91.00 £ 83.00 £ 76.00
Captivate 9   350 £ 277.00 £ 208.00 £ 180.00 £ 152.00
ColdFusion Builder 3   200 £ 134.00 £ 118.00 £ 110.00 £ 105.00
ColdFusion Standard 11 2016  990 £ 785.00 £ 684.00 £ 644.00 £ 613.00
ColdFusion Enterprise 11 2016  5610 £ 3,375.00 £ 2,936.00 £ 2,768.00 £ 2,633.00
Contribute 6.5   100 £ 91.33 £ 51.00 £ 46.00 £ 37.00
Director 12   300 £ 237.00 £ 131.00 £ 119.00 £ 95.30
eLearning Suite 6.1   600 £ 476.00 £ 357.00 £ 310.00 £ 262.00
Flash Builder Premium 4.5   300 £ 182.00 £ 137.00 £ 118.00 £ 100.00
Font Folio 11.1*   350 £ 306.00 £ 168.00 £ 153.00 £ 122.00
FrameMaker 8 (UNIX)   530 £ 492.00 £ 410.00 £ 373.00 £ 299.00
FrameMaker 2015 (Windows)  400 £ 317.00 £ 238.00 £ 206.00 £ 175.00
Freehand 11 (Win or Mac)   100 £ 91.33 £ 50.03 £ 46.06 £ 36.53
Lightroom 6   80 £ 49.24 £ 37.33 £ 32.56 £ 27.80
Media Server Standard 5   795 £ 519.19 £ 467.00 £ 400.00 £ 334.00
Media Server Professional 5   3600 £ 2,347.37 £ 2,113.00 £ 1,811.00 £ 1,509.00
PageMaker Plus 7.0.2 (Win or Mac)  290 £ 270.00 £ 149.00 £ 135.00 £ 108.00
Photoshop Elements 14   70 £ 39.71 £ 30.18 £ 26.21 £ 22.24
Phot & Prem Elements 14 Bundle   120 £ 72.27 £ 54.80 £ 47.65 £ 40.50
Premiere Elements 14   70 £ 39.71 £ 30.18 £ 26.21 £ 22.24
Presenter 11 (Win)   200 £ 158.00 £ 119.00 £ 103.00 £ 87.36
RoboHelp Office 2015   400 £ 317.00 £ 238.00 £ 206.00 £ 175.00
Technical Suite 2015   700 £ 555.00 £ 417.00 £ 361.00 £ 306.00

PLEASE NOTE: The CLP minimum order requirements apply to new agreements only.
This does not apply to Framework agreements. Please call sales for further information.

Transactional License Program (TLP 5) Order Level:
TLP - requires an order between 1 - 4,999 points

Contractual License Program (CLP 5) Order Levels:
CLP 1 - requires a minimum initial order of 5,000 points
CLP 2 - requires a minimum of 50,000 points
CLP 3 - requires a minimum of 100,000 points

* Minimum purchase of 20 licenses for the first order.
Unless otherwise stated all products work across multiple platforms. Media also available to purchase at £19.00.

Adobe VIP Migration
We are here to advise and help you migrate from Adobe Creative Suite 
(under CLP and TLP) to Adobe Creative Cloud (under VIP). 

Call 01974 200 201 today
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AVID

SIBELIUS 8.4

...fast, smart and easy way to write music

Sibelius 8.4 - create professional scores with comprehensive tools. Compose, 
edit, play, print, publish and share music. New - optimised for Microsoft 
Surface Pro 3, annote directly to the score, multi-touch gestures, magnetic 
layout, Avid Everywhere, Pro Tools integration, cloud publishing and more.

Sibelius   Single* Single** Seat*** Seat Upgrade

Sibelius 8.4    £ 215.00  £ 74.00  £ 85.00  £ 21.00

* Activation card. Perpetual license with annual upgrade plan. ** Activation card. Subscription license with annual upgrade plan. 
*** Price per seat. Perpetual license. Standalone or Network.

Electronic Software Download = ESD. *Single purchase. Perpetual license. **Price per user. 12 month subscription. School or 
student purchase options. ***Price per seat. Minimum purchase of 5 seats.

Rising Software   Single* Cloud** 5+ Seats***

Auralia 5 (ESD)     £ 95.00 £ 20.00 £ 60.00
Auralia 5 - Student (ESD)     £ 57.00 £ 20.00
Musition 5 (ESD)     £ 95.00 £ 20.00 £ 60.00
Musition 5 - Student (ESD)     £ 57.00 £ 20.00
Auralia 5 + Musition 5 Bundle (ESD)     £ 150.00 £ 20.00 £ 100.00
Auralia 5 + Musition 5 Bundle - Student  (ESD)   £ 90.00 £ 30.00  

Sibelius      Single

Sibelius + PhotoScore & NotateMe + AudioScore Ultimate     £ 428.00
Sibelius Upgrade + PhotoScore & NotateMe + AudioScore Ultimate    £ 318.00

RISING SOFTWARE - AURALIA 5 & 
MUSITION 5 BUNDLE

...comprehensive ear training and music theory bundle

Auralia 5 interactive lessons make ear training easy and fun. It guides students 
through hundreds of graded exercises and gives instant feedback - now with a 
new content library and better workflow! Musition 5 is a comprehensive music 
theory and fundamentals package for music students - now with a built in 
notation editor and other classroom features! New cloud licensing options!

SIBELIUS , AUDIOSCORE & PHOTOSCORE 

...all you need for music notation, transcription and scanning

Great-value bundle - buy Sibelius with versions of AudioScore (create musical 
scores by singing or playing directly into Sibelius) and PhotoScore (read 

printed or handwritten music, ready to edit in Sibelius).

NEW
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PRO TOOLS 12.5

...trusted industry tool to compose, record, edit and mix music and audio

Pro Tools 12.5 now offers flexible options to use the software, perpetual or 
subscription. Collaborate with other editors on projects in real-time with Avid 

Cloud Collaboration. Buy new VIs, plug-ins or advertise your work on Avid 
Marketplace. Plus record, compose, edit and mix feature enhancements. 

ProTools 12.5 + Annual Upgrade and Support Plan (Includes iLok)   £ 451.00
ProTools 12.5 Annual Subs Institutional       £ 85.00

ProTools    Single

MEDIA COMPOSER 8.6 

...professional choice for creative editorial

Media Composer 8 is trusted by professional editors in every segment of 
movie making, television, broadcast and streaming media. Handle high 

volumes of media files. Hi-res and HD workflows. Real time collaboration.

AVID

PRO TOOLS QUARTET

...your personal professional music studio

Pro Tools Quartet enables you to turn your Mac or PC into a high-performance 
yet portable music and audio production studio. Featuring industry-standard 
Pro Tools software and the best-in-class Quartet by Apogee 12x8 audio 
interface, plus over 60 AAX virtual instruments, effects, sound-processing...

Pro Tools Subscription     Single

Eleven Rack + Pro Tools 12 Subscription        £ 476.00
Pro Tools DUET + Pro Tools 12 Subscription        £ 536.00

Media Composer     Single

Media Composer 8.6 - Institution or Student Version      £ 231.00 
Media Composer 8.6 - Institution or Student Version + Dongle Kit    £ 615.00
Media Composer 8.6 - 20 Floating License Pack       £ 1,414.00
Media Composer 8.6 - 50 Floating License Pack       £ 3,590.00

NYAW encourages, supports and promotes national performing 
arts opportunities with and by young talented people, through local, 
regional and national partnerships across Wales

Visit www.nyaw.co.uk

Proud Sponsors of National Youth Arts WalesNYAW
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Primary School - License fee per server*    Call  Call  Call
Primary School - 2nd year annual maintenance & support   Call  Call  Call
Secondary School - License fee per server*    Call  Call  Call
Secondary School - 2nd year annual maintence & support   Call  Call  Call
FE/HE Institutions - License fee per server*    Call  Call  Call
FE/HE Institutions - 2nd year annual maintenance & support  Call  Call  Call

PCOUNTER

...print management software

Pcounter is a scalable, network-based print managment software solution, 
which allows you take control of your print accounting quickly and easily - 
while also helping you save money, time, waste and the environment.

* Includes 1 year maintenance and support

Pcounter Server License 1-4 Servers 5-9 Servers 10+ Servers

ALTMAN TECHNOLOGIES

AVG

INTERNET SECURITY 
BUSINESS EDITION

...safer organisation and faster communication

AVG Internet Security Business Edition lets you focus on growing your key 
relationships with your educational establishment - with the confidence that 
your data and online communications are protected.

Pricing for more than 30 computers is available. Please call Sales for further information

AVG Internet Security Business Edition includes: System tools, Email spam protection, Email server protection, 
Workstation protection, File server protection, Virus protection and Spyware protection. Please call Sales for more details.

5 computers        Call  Call
10 computers        Call  Call
20 computers        Call  Call
30 computers        Call  Call

AVG Internet Security Business Edition    1 Year 2 Year

ATLAS.TI

ATLAS.TI 7

...next generation qualitative data analysis software

With ATLAS.ti 7 you hold the world of data in your hand. Analyse all your 
data (including video and audio) side-by-side in multi-window frames. Get an 
overview of findings through interactive network views. Use cloud views and 

reports to get immediate feedback while working. Easy and intuitive.

License - ESD         £ 405.00

ATLAS.ti 7*     Single

* Please call for multi-user licence prices
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CA

ARCSERVE  UDP 

...more than basic backup

ARCserve r17 delivers many new exciting features across it’s file backup, 
image backup, replication and high availability products. Microsoft Windows 
Server 2012 and Windows 8 deliver enhanced performance, scalability and 
flexibility - ARCserve r16.5 also provides simple to use yet comprehensive 

system, application and data protection for these new platforms.

Arcserve UDP Standard        Call
Arcserve UDP Advanced        Call
Arcserve UDP Premium        Call
Arcserve UDP Premium Plus        Call
Arcserve UDP Workstation        Call

ARCserve UDP

CA: End-to-End IT Infrastructure Solutions
We have the skills and experience to support our customers from initial consultation, 
planning and design through to engineering, build, implementation and training. 

Call 01974 200 201 for further information

BITDEFENDER

GRAVITYZONE SECURITY 

...Security solution built for virtualized Enviroments 

GravityZone is built from the ground up for virtualization and cloud to deliver 
buisiness security services to physical endpoints, mobile devices, virtual 

machines in private, public cloud and exchange mail servers.

GravityZone Security For Endpoints Physical Workstations      Call
GravityZone Security For Endpoints Physical Servers       Call
GravityZone Security For vertualized enviroments CPU       Call 
GravityZone Security For Mobile         Call

GravityZone Security   

These editions are licensed per CPU Socket (per-Socket prices are offered for both 
virtual and physical servers), per server OS instance (per Server os Instance prices are 
offered for physical serers only. Purchase per-Socket for hypervisors to protect virtual 
machines running on the hypervisor) or alternately per protected terabyte of data. The 
Arcserve EDP Workstation edition is licensed per-Protected Workstation.
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COREL

COREL ACADEMIC SITE LICENCE (CASL)

CASL is a single, great value and easy-to-administer site licence that gives 
unrestricted access to a wide range of Corel’s products. Free trial available

CASL is based on a 1 or 3 year subscription licence with fixed tier pricing, ranging from 
Level 1 to Level 5, on two versions (Standard or Premium). Free media kit included.  

Standard: CorelDRAW, PaintShop Pro, Painter, VideoStudio Essentials and PDF Fusion
Premium: All Standard products plus CorelCAD and DESIGNER

Primary Schools* - Standard £ 526.00 £ 986.46
Secondary Schools** & FE/HE Colleges*** (FTE <500) - Standard £ 1,579.00 £ 3,790.00
Secondary Schools** & FE/HE Colleges*** (FTE <500) - Premium £ 1,895.00 £ 4,547.00

Corel Academic Site Licence - Levels 1 to 2     1 Yr 3 Yr

Corel Academic Site Licence - Levels 3 to 5     1 Yr 3 Yr

* Fixed price. 1 or 3 year subscription. Standard licence only. 
** Fixed price. 1 or 3 year subscription. Standard or Premium licence.
*** Pricing based on number of Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) staff. 1 or 3 year subscription. Standard or Premium licence.

FE/HE Colleges and Universities*** (FTE 500-1999) - Standard £ 4,701.04 £ 11,369.00
FE/HE Colleges and Universities*** (FTE 500-1999) - Premium £ 5,684.00 £ 13,642.00 
FE/HE Colleges and Universities*** (FTE 2000-3999) - Standard £ 7,632.00 £ 18,316.00
FE/HE Colleges and Universities*** (FTE 2000-3999) - Premium £ 9,158.00 £ 21,979.00
FE/HE Colleges and Universities*** (FTE >4000) - Standard £ 10,000.00 £ 24,000.00
FE/HE Colleges and Universities*** (FTE >4000) - Premium £ 12,000.00 £ 28,800.00

CorelCAD 2016 (15 Licenses + 1 Teacher)          £ 288.00
CorelDRAW Graphics Suite X8 (15 Licenses + 1 Teacher)       £ 288.00 
CorelDRAW Technical Suite X7 (15 License + 1 Teacher)       £ 312.00
Painter 2016 (15 Licenses + 1 Teacher)           £ 224.00
PaintShop Pro X8 (15 Licenses + 1 Teacher)          £ 128.00
Pinnacle Studio 19 Ultimate (15 Licenses + 1 Teacher)        £ 320.00
VideoStudio Pro X9 (15 Licenses + 1 Teacher)         £ 175.00

Corel Classroom License Packs (Primary Schools Only)     ex VAT

COREL VIDEOSTUDIO PRO X9

...powerful video-editing software

Corel VideoStudio® Pro X9 has something for every video editor. Tell your 
story your way with the NEW 4 angle Multi-Camera Editor, enhanced audio 

balancing and controls, NEW Multi-Point Motion Tracking, NEW HEVC (H.265) 
support, NEW 6th Generation Intel Chips optimisation. Plus hundreds of 

creative effects, transitions, titles and pro-quality audio tools.

NEW
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* Price per user. Media also required at £29.95. Please call for maintenance pricing.

WinZip 20 Standard   £ 35.00 £ 16.08 £ 12.43 £ 10.23 £ 4.02
WinZip 20 Professional    £ 52.00 £ 26.32 £ 20.47 £ 16.81 £ 6.77

Corel Licensing  Box 2-9* 10-24* 25-49* 50-99*

COREL

PINNACLE STUDIO 19 ULTIMATE

...the ultimate video-editing software

With new Multi-Camera Editor. View and edit footage from up to 6 cameras 
and align clips automatically with Audio Syncing. Easily lower background 
sound to keep dialog clear with new Audio Ducking. Take on any editing 
project with confidence thanks to 64-bit speed, unlimited-track frame-accurate 
editing in 4K, HD and 3D. Broad format support. 2,000+ effects and more.

Corel Licenisng     Box 2-50*

Pinnacle Studio 19 Ultimate         £ 83.29 £ 38.34

Roxio Creator Platinum NXT 2     £ 35.54 £ 33.61 £ 30.97 £ 29.19
Roxio Toast 14 Titanium     £ 55.40 £ 50.79 £ 45.02 £ 41.55

Corel Licensing  5-50* 51-250* 251-500* 501-2500*

* Price per license. PLEASE NOTE: No media required - download link provided instead.

* Price per license. Please call for 51+ license pricing.

Corel Licensing   1-4* 5-50* 51-250* 251+*

CorelCAD 2016     £ 21.00 £  19.24 £  17.48 £ 15.98
CorelDRAW Graphics Suite X8     £ 95.00 £ 66.50 £ 59.19 £ 55.63
CorelDRAW Technical Suite X7     £ 82.50 £ 57.75 £ 51.40 £ 48.32
Painter 2017     £ 55.31 £ 28.76 £ 25.60 £ 23.81
PaintShop Pro X9      £ 29.16 £ 20.80 £ 19.55 £ 18.20
VideoStudio Pro X9     £ 29.20 £ 20.80 £ 19.55 £ 18.20

Corel Licensing    1-60* 61-300* 301+*

PDF Fusion       £ 14.00 £ 12.50 £ 11.50
WinDVD 2010       £ 10.00 £ 9.75 £ 9.25
WordPerfect Office Pro X8       £ 36.00 £ 32.00 £ 30.00

CORELDRAW GRAPHICS SUITE X8

...powerful graphics design software

Combine your creativity with the unparalleled power of CorelDRAW® Graphics 
Suite X8 to design graphics and layouts, edit photos and create websites. Now 

with NEW Font Management, NEW Windows 10 and 4K display support, 
NEW royalty-free quality content and more.

NEW
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CYSGLIAD

...popular Welsh spelling and grammar checker

The software includes a thesaurus, a personal dictionary that you can edit and 
a comprehensive Welsh and English dictionary. Cysgliad works with Word, 
OpenOffice and more, and is compatible on PCs running Windows 7, 8 and 
10. Cysgliad is also avaible for Mac.

CYSGLIAD

Cysgliad (includes Cysill and Cysgeir) £ 40.00

Cysgliad Single

CENSORNET

CENSORNET PRO 2.0

...professional web filtering software

CensorNet Pro 2.0 is a web content filtering & control software solution that 
provides enterprise class content filtering technology at an affordable price - 
with complete protection from malware, phishing, obscene images & viruses.

CensorNet    1 Yr Sub*

CensorNet Pro 2.0 OnPremise - 10 to 30 Users       £ 10.00
CensorNet Pro 2.0 OnPremise - 31 to 50 Users       £ 7.75
CensorNet Pro 2.0 OnPremise - 51 to 75 Users       £ 6.88
CensorNet Pro 2.0 OnPremise - 76 to 100 Users       £ 5.63
CensorNet MailSafe SaaS - 5 to 49 Users       £ 12.20
CensorNet MailSafe SaaS - 50 to 99 Users       £ 10.20

* 1 year subscription license. Price per user. Please call the sales team for further information. 100/101+ users pricing available.

DISKEEPER 15 PROFESSIONAL

...keep Windows systems running like new

Condusiv’s Diskeeper® 15 prevents degradation in Windows® performance 
and associated storage by preventing fragmentation from occurring at the 

Windows level in real-time, before files are written 
in a performance-penalized state.

Server Edition    Call  Call  Call  Call

Diskeeper 15  1-4* 5-9* 10-24* 25-49*

CONDUSIV  TECHNOLOGIES

Professional Edition    Call  Call  Call  Call

Diskeeper 15  1-9* 10-24* 25-99* 100-499*

* Price per user. Please call for upgrade and maintenance options.
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CYBERLINK

POWERDIRECTOR 13 ULTIMATE SUITE

...complete video editing suite for creative pros 

CyberLink PowerDirector 13 Ultimate Suite is fast, flexible and powerful 
64-bit video editing software that includes 100 track multi-cam editing and fully 

customizable design tools and effects. It also supports the 
latest 4k, h.265/hevc and xavc-s formats.

CyberLink - Video Editing  ESD** 3-60* 61-150* 151-250*

Media Suite 14 Deluxe    Call £ 39.29 £ 35.36
MediaEspresso 7    Call £ 15.79 £ 14.89
PhotoDirector Suite 6    Call £ 45.97 £ 38.31
Director Suite 3    Call £ 70.73 £ 63.66 £ 57.29

CyberLink - Other  ESD** 3-60* 61-150* 151-250*

PowerDirector 13 Ultra    Call £ 30.55 £ 27.50 £ 24.75
PowerDirector 13 Ultimate    Call £ 36.78 £ 33.10 £ 29.79
PowerDirector 13 Ultimate Suite    Call £ 58.94 £ 53.05 £ 42.44

* Price per user. Electronic Software Download (ESD). 1 year maintenance included. Primary end user contact details required.

Remote Support 12         £ 209.00
Mini Remote Control 9         £ 145.00

DameWare     1 User*

DAMEWARE

REMOTE SUPPORT 12

...manage servers, notebooks and laptops remotely

DameWare Remote Support (DRS) lets you manage servers, notebooks & 
laptops remotely so you can quickly support end-users. You can also complete 

Windows Admin tasks remotely right from the Remote Support Console!

POWERDVD 16 BLU-RAY

...the ultimate in playback - for all your devices

CyberLink PowerDVD 14 Blu-ray is a Blu-ray, 3D and 4K UltraHD media 
player. It acts as the central player for all of your content. You can play media 
from your PC, home network, connected devices and cloud stored media.

CyberLink - Playback ESD** 3-10* 11-24* 25-99* 100-250*

PowerDVD 14 Academic  Call £ 13.76 £ 12.38 £ 11.14 £ 10.03
PowerDVD 14 Blu-ray  Call £ 38.55 £ 34.70 £ 31.23 £ 28.11

* Price per user. Media must also be purchased at £25.00 ** Electronic Software Download (ESD) - Student/Teacher edition.
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DOLPHIN SOFTWARE

SUPERNOVA 15.5 ACCESS SUITE

...screen reader with magnifier, speech & braille support 

SuperNova 13 Access Suite is a full screen reader offering magnification, 
speech & Braille support, giving people with visual impairment the freedom to 
access Windows in the best way. Now includes remodelled support for Internet 
Explorer 32 & 64-bit editions, natural sounding speech output, comprehensive 
Braille out or in, high definition magnification & focus highlighting.

* Single CD - the licence is tied to the PC and can only be used on PCs owned and operated by the end user.
** Pen Edition - allows you to use the software on any compatible PC using the Interceptor which is installed on the Pen or can be 
downloaded from the web.

Magnifier (formerly Supernova) £ 295.00 £ 360.00
Reader Magnifier (formerly LunarPlus) £ 395.00 £ 460.00
Screen Reader (formerly Hal) £ 595.00 £ 660.00
Access Suite (formerly SuperNova) £ 835.00 £ 900.00

SuperNova 13 Single* Pen**

EMBARCADERO

ALL-ACCESS XE

...on-demand, multi-platform tool chest for developers

Providing all the tools needed to design, build and run software applications 
and database systems. Ideal for both large enterprise teams working on a 

wide range of technologies; and for smaller teams, consultants and individuals 
who find their time split across the software development life cycle.

All-Access XE includes:
Database Tools
DBArtisan XE: simplify multi-platform database administration - Rapid SQL XE: develop high-quality SQL -
ER/Studio XE: data, process and UML modelling tools
Development Tools 
Delphi XE: produce powerful, native Win and Mac apps - JBuilder: develop enterprise Java apps - 
C++Builder XE: rapid C++ development - InterBase XE: for highly scalable, powerful, embedded databases

Up to 500 Seats  £ 468.00 £ 1,261.00
Up to 1,200 Seats  £ 1,118.00 £ 2,730.00
Up to 2,000 Seats  £ 1,950.00 £ 4,550.00
Up to 3,500 Seats  £ 3,250.00 £ 7,540.00
Up to 5,000 Seats  £ 4,550.00 £ 9,750.00

All-Access XE - Academic Subscription 1 Year 3 Year 

Embarcadero (ESD)* Professional Enterprise  Architect

*Electronic Software Download (ESD). Concurrent licensing also available. Please call sales for further information.

C++ Builder 10 Berlin   Call  Call  Call
RAD Studio 10 Berlin   Call  Call  Call
Delphi 10 Berlin   Call  Call  Call
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ESET

ENDPOINT SECURITY

...comprehensive, easily managed security solution

ESET Endpoint Security is an all-in-one security solution for company 
endpoints combining a two-way firewall, web control and remote 

administration tool. 

* Based on 1 year’s subscription licensing. 2 or 3 years available. Renewals also available. Please call for specific user pricing.

Endpoint Antivirus   £ 45.83 £ 91.65 £ 305.50 £ 583.00
Endpoint Security   £ 56.92 £ 113.85 £ 388.75 £ 722.00

ESET  5 Users* 10 Users* 50* Users 100 Users*

SUITCASE FUSION 7

...your fonts, available anywhere

Hoarding fonts can lead to problems finding, sorting and using them in a timely 
manner for creative work. Organize your entire font collection into a single, 
searchable location with a professional font manager. Get the most out of your 
font collection with Suitcase Fusion® 6.

Font Management
Suitcase Fusion 7 (License + FontDoctor + 1 Year ASA*)      £ 93.00
Font Management for Groups
Universal Type Server 6 Pro (Server Only + 1 Year ASA*)      £ 1,590.00
Universal Type Server 6 Enterprise (Module Only + 1 Year ASA*)    £ 2,300.00
Digital Asset Management
Portfolio Server 2016 (Portfolio Flow + One Asset Pack + 1 Year ASA*)    £ 4,090.00

Extensis     Single

EXTENSIS 

* License includes 1 year Annual Support Agreement (ASA).

FARONICS

DEEP FREEZE ENTERPRISE

...workstation protection by preserving your configuration and settings

Deep Freeze helps IT pros manage computers with minimal effort. It protects 
PCs or Macs by “freezing” its desired configuration, preventing unwanted user 

changes made while in-session, from sticking. The Enterprise Edition offers 
centralized deployment, management and additional configuration options. 

Enterprise (Win) - Perpetual License   £ 23.00 £ 20.00 £ 17.00 £ 12.00
For Mac - Perpetual License   £ 23.00 £ 20.00 £ 17.00 £ 12.00
Deep Freeze (Server)  1-4* 5-9* 10-24* 25+*
Standard (Win) - Perpetual License   Call  Call  Call  Call
Enterprise (Win) - Perpetual License   Call  Call  Call  Call

Deep Freeze (Desktop)  10-49* 50-99* 100-499* 500-999*

*Price per license.
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FREEDOM SCIENTIFIC

JAWS 17 PROFESSIONAL

...popular Windows screen reader software

JAWS reads aloud what’s on your PC screen. Get powerful access to PC 
apps via speech and Braille while working with all your Microsoft apps. New 

features: Smart Navigation for Web pages and HTML apps, new options in the 
JAWS Startup Wizard and new touch screen support.

JAWS 17 Home Edition          £  699.00
JAWS 17 Professional (CD or USB)          £  845.00
JAWS 17 Premium (JAWS Professional + 2 years upgrades / support)     £1060.00
MAGic 12 (Magnification only)         £ 345.00
MAGic 12 (Magnification with Speech)        £ 445.00
MAGic 12 (Software Maintenance Agreement - SMA)      £ 125.00

Freedom Scientific     Single

FILEMAKER PRO 15

...create custom solutions for your school, college or university

FileMaker Pro is powerful, easy-to-use software used to create custom 
solutions that run on iPad, iPhone, Windows, Mac and the web. Manage and 
share information with colleagues. Build a database. Or use one of the many 
built-in Starter Solutions to manage student records, projects and more.

FILEMAKER

FileMaker  Single

FileMaker Pro 15 Advanced (+ 1 Year Maintenance)        £ 216.00

FileMaker - Volume License Agreement     All Tiers*

*Price per license. Must have a Volume Licensing Agreement in place to add additional licenses.

FileMaker Pro 15 - Box         £ 143.00 
FileMaker Pro 15 Advanced - Box         £ 227.00

FileMaker 15 (+ 1 Year Maintenance)   £ 115.00 £ 86.00 £ 77.00 £ 70.00

*Price per seat. Based on FTE staff count and more. Please call for 500+ seat pricing.

FileMaker - Site License Agreement  25-49* 50-99* 100-249* 250-499*
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GRAPHPAD SOFTWARE

GRAPHPAD PRISM 7

...analyze, graph and present scientific data

GraphPad Prism, available for both Win and Mac computers, combines 
scientific graphing, comprehensive curve fitting (nonlinear regression), 

understandable statistics and data organisation. Prism 7 lets you do more 
kinds of statistical analyses, make more kinds of graphs and organize your 

data with more flexibility and even faster than ever before.

* Price per license. Please call Sales for volume licensing pricing.

GraphPad InStat   £ 125.00  Call  Call  Call 
GraphPad Prism 7   £ 405.00  Call  Call  Call 
GraphPad StatMate   £ 75.00  Call  Call  Call

GraphPad Software  Single   2-4 Lic*   5-9 Lic* 10-24 Lic*

Please call to discuss GFI products, licensing options and pricing.

GFI

LANGUARD 2015 R2

 ...network security scanner and patch management 

GFI LanGuard 2015 R2 acts as a virtual security consultant offering patch 
management for Windows, Mac OS and Linux, vulnerability assessment and 
scanning for computers and mobile devices, network and software auditing.

GFI LanGuard 2015 R2  Call 
GFI WebMonitor  Call 
GFI EventsManager  Call 
GFI MailArchiver  Call 
GFI EndPointSecurity  Call

GFI     ex VAT

MAILESSENTIALS ONLINE

 ...cloud-based email security, continuity and archiving

GFI MailEssentials Online provides comprehensive hosted email security, 
continuity and archiving. Block spam and viruses before they reach your 
network, ensure uninterrupted email even when disaster strikes and archive 
your important email communications.

GFI MailEssentials (On-premise)  Call 
GFI MailEssentials Online  Call 
GFI MailEssentials Online Archive  Call

GFI     ex VAT
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INSPIRATION 9

...plan, research & complete projects successfully

Integrated Diagram & Outline Views let students create graphic organisers & 
expand topics into writing. This powerful combination encourages learning in 
multiple modes, helps retain knowledge of concepts & improve performance.

Single  £ 39.99 £ 46.83

Inspiration or Kidspiration   Box ESD

Annual Subscription* (Total Students) £ 4,232.00 £ 5,000.00 £ 5,786.00 £ 6,557.00

Inspiration or Kidspiration <9,000 <14,000 <19,000 <24,000

Site Licence (Total Students) £ 769.13 £ 1,893.00 £ 2,937.00 £ 5,565.00

Inspiration or Kidspiration <500 500-999 1,000-1,999 2,000-3,999

INSPIRATION

* Discovery tool - Single charge for a 1 year license.   ** Management tool (inc. AppMeter for Adobe) - Cost per year, for 3 years.
Available under the Eduserv Chest Agreement.  For more information please call or visit: www.pugh.co.uk/licensedashboardIMPERO

IMPERO EDUCATION PRO

...network, desktop and classroom managment

Impero Education Pro is a single, feature rich solution combining network 
management, desktop management and classroom management software 
for education - all designed to meet the changing demands on the modern 
IT-based learning environment. NEW! iPad functionality and management.

Impero Education Pro     Call

Impero    Price

Other impero products: remotemanager, YouID and learningmanager available. Please call sales on 01974 200 201 for more info.

Classroom Management 
Broadcast tutor’s screen to all or selected students 
Broadcast student’s screen to others 
Block websites, folders, apps and hardware

What Impero Education Pro can do...

Computer Usage Monitoring 
View live thumbnails of all network computers 
Assign user role and access rights by individual/group 
Restrict internet, app and hardware usage

E-Safety 
Prevent access to unsuitable sites 
Prevent unauthorised use of proxy sites 
Enforce acceptable usage policy

Desktop Utilisation 
Report on the utilisation of devices across the network 
Identify usage hotspots and resource accordingly 
Track who’s doing what and where

Inventory Management 
Produce detailed hardware and software reports for auditing 
Match serial numbers to equipment without manual checking 
Auto-update changes to inventory in real time

Power Management 
Schedule power on/off 
Set rules for hibernation, standby and shutdown 
Monitor and report usage and idle time

Licence Management 
Add applications at an organisation level 
Add the number of licences purchased 
Set up alerts or restrictions to licencing violations

Remote Control and Support 
Request assistance or help over the network 
Deliver demonstrations and presentations remotely 
View screens remotely to check on productivity

*Includes Student Take Home Licenses. Call Sales for further information
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MALWAREBYTES

MALWAREBYTES 

...Advanced Malware Protection

Anti-Malware for Business delivers fast, lean malware protection designed 
to supplement your current endpoint security solution. Endpoint Security is 

an endpoint protection platform that uses multiple technologies to proactively 
protect your computers against unknown and known threats.

Anti-exploit for business           Call  Call 
Anti-malware for business           Call  Call 
Endpoint Security            Call  Call 

Malwarebytes      1 Year* 3 Year*

MAKERBOT - 3D PRINTERS

REPLICATOR (5TH GENERATION)

...speed, reliability, quality and connectivity for all your 3D printing needs

Make true-to-life 3D objects quickly and easily without the need of sanding, 
finishing and post production. 5th Generation model: create high resolution 
prototypes and complex models, 11% larger build volume, on-board camera 
and diagnostics, USB and Ethernet connection, app and cloud enabled.

Z18*             £ 4,599.00 
Replicator (5th Generation)*           £ 1,999.00 
Replicator 2X*             £ 1,699.00 
Replicator 2*             £ 1,349.00 
Replicator Mini*             £ 999.00

MakerBot       Single

DIGITIZER

...digital desktop 3D scanner

Quickly turn the things in your world into 3D models that you can modify, 
improve, share and 3D print. With just two clicks, the MakerBot Digitizer 

Desktop 3D Scanner’s easy to use, yet sophisticated, software creates clean, 
watertight 3D models that are ready to 3D print.

Digitizer             £ 599.00

MakerBot       Single

*Filaments not included and must be purchased separately. Range of Filaments and colours available from £39.99 to £49.99 
5 x 1kg Filament Starter Pack (True Black, True White, True Red, True Blue and Cool Gray) also available at £199.00

PLEASE NOTE - £10.00 delivery charge required for each product - Call sales on 01974 200 201 for further information
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MCAFEE

11-25 users (with 1yr Gold Support) £ 39.80
26-50 users (with 1yr Gold Support) £ 32.24
51-100 users (with 1yr Gold Support) £ 31.85
101-250 users (with 1yr Gold Support) £ 27.85
251-500 users (with 1yr Gold Support) £ 27.06
501-1000 users (with 1yr Gold Support) £ 24.66

Endpoint Protection - Advanced Suite ex VAT*

Endpoint Protection - Site License**  1,000 Nodes 10,000 Nodes

Endpoint Protection £ 2,020.00 £ 4,810.00 
Endpoint Protection - Advanced £ 3,334.00 £ 7,937.00

5-25 users (with 1yr Gold Support)   £ 18.55
26-50 users (with 1yr Gold Support)   £ 18.55 
51-100 users (with 1yr Gold Support)   £ 18.55
101-250 users (with 1yr Gold Support)   £ 16.45
251-500 users (with 1yr Gold Support)   £ 16.45 
501-1000 users (with 1yr Gold Support)   £ 16.45

Security for Business  ex VAT*

SECURITY FOR BUSINESS

...complete email, web protection and endpoint security

McAfee Security for Business provides a single, integrated suite with all the 
benefits of McAfee’s SaaS email, endpoint and web protection solutions. 

By running security as a cloud-based solution, you can reduce your capital 
investment, eliminate onsite administration and reallocate IT resources to 

projects better aligned to your initiatives. 

11-25 users (with 1yr Gold Support) £ 19.33
26-50 users (with 1yr Gold Support) £ 15.66
51-100 users (with 1yr Gold Support) £ 15.48
101-250 users (with 1yr Gold Support) £  13.54
251-500 users (with 1yr Gold Support) £ 13.15
501-1000 users (with 1yr Gold Support) £ 11.99

Endpoint Protection Suite ex VAT*

ENDPOINT PROTECTION - 
ADVANCED SUITE 

...advanced protection for your endpoints

McAfee Endpoint Protection - Advanced Suite delivers integrated, proactive 
security that blocks malware & zero-day threats, & protects mobile systems 
on & off your network. With centralized policy-based management, access 
control, & auditing, you can keep your systems & data safe & compliant.

* Price per user. ** 1 year subscription software license with 1 year McAfee Gold Support.
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* Price per user.

11-25 users (with 1yr Gold Support) £ 13.76
26-50 users (with 1yr Gold Support) £ 11.15
51-100 users (with 1yr Gold Support) £ 11.01
101-250 users (with 1yr Gold Support) £ 9.63
251-500 users (with 1yr Gold Support) £ 9.36
501-1000 users (with 1yr Gold Support) £ 8.53

VirusScan For Mac ex VAT*

11-25 users (with 1yr Gold Support)       £ 33.46 
26-50 users (with 1yr Gold Support)       £ 27.10 
51-100 users (with 1yr Gold Support)       £ 26.76 
101-250 users (with 1yr Gold Support)       £ 23.42 
251-500 users (with 1yr Gold Support)       £ 22.74 
501-1000 users (with 1yr Gold Support)       £ 20.74

Endpoint Protection For Mac    ex VAT*

MCAFEE

ENDPOINT PROTECTION FOR MAC

...advanced protection to secure Macintosh endpoints

McAfee Endpoint Protection for Mac is an essential security solution for 
protecting the data on your Mac endpoints. The advanced protection 
technologies include anti-virus, anti-spyware, firewall & application protection.

McAfee: End-to-End IT Infrastructure Solutions
We have the skills and experience to support our customers from initial consultation, 
planning and design through to engineering, build, implementation and training. 

Call 01974 200 201 for further information

MAXON

CINEMA 4D Studio R17 (Win/Mac) - Education License      £ 260.00
CINEMA 4D Studio R17 (Win/Mac) - Student / Teacher License    £ 132.50
CINEMA 4D Studio R17 (Win/Mac) - Upgrade       £ 70.00
CINEMA 4D Studio R17 (Win/Mac) - 12 Months - Maxon Software Assurance (MSA)  £ 45.00

Maxon Single

CINEMA 4D STUDIO R17

...everything you need for high-end 3D

CINEMA 4D Studio R17 is the very best that MAXON has to offer for 
professional 3D artists. If you want to create advanced 3D graphics but need 

a helping hand to ensure you create jaw-dropping graphics quickly and easily, 
then this is the choice for you. Unlimited client network for rendering.
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MINDJET

Mindjet   ESD

MindManager 2017 (Windows/Mac)     £ 49.00

Mindjet Site Licenses*  Perpetual Annual

Primary School   £ 250.00 
Secondary School   £ 600.00
College (FE, Sixth Form)     £ 600.00
University (Band A)     £ 1,300.00
University (Band B-J)     £ 800.00
Not for Profit/Charity <500      £ 300.00
Not for Profit/Charity <1000     £ 500.00

* Available for both Windows and Mac. Includes home use rights for students and staff.

MINITAB

MINITAB 17

...fearless data analysis

Minitab 17 has new and improved statistical features, and an enhanced 
Assistant that provides even greater help performing and interpreting your 
analyses. New features for basic statistics, regression, analysis of variance, 
design of experiments and more.

Minitab 17  Per Year

Minitab 17 5 Users 10 Users 15 Users 25 Users 35 Users

Perpetual Multi-User License** £ 1,095.00 £ 1,635.00 £ 1,875.00 £ 2,185.00 £ 2,730.00

Site License***         Call

Minitab 17   ex. VAT

Single - Perpetual License - ESD     £ 189.00 
Single - Perpetual License - Upgrade     £ 100.00

 

Minitab 17 5 Users 10 Users 15 Users 25 Users 35 Users

Annual Multi-User License* £ 524.00 £ 785.00 £ 891.00 £ 995.00 £ 1,225.00

* Renewable annually. Free upgrades to new releases.
** For college or university. One-time fee. Upgrade paths to new releases available. Secondary school pricing available.
*** Call Minitab direct. Annual licence. Renewable annually. Campus wide use. Off campus use for registered staff and students. 
Unlimited users. Free upgrades to new releases.

MINDMANAGER 2017 FOR WINDOWS

...flexible and easy-to-use mind mapping software

MindManager 2017 for Windows helps you visualize workflows with powerful 
new capabilities for brainstorming, planning, process improvement, decision-

making and more. Includes new tools for creating flowcharts and concept 
maps, new features, and user interface enhancements.
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MICROSOFT SURFACE

 MICROSOFT SURFACE

...there’s no limit to what you can achieve with the versatility 
and power of Surface.

Each Surface is built with the power of a fully functioning laptop.  
Whether you’re taking notes in school with Surface 3, docking 

your Surface Pro 4 at your desk in the office the power you need 
is in your hands. 

Microsoft Surface Pro 4    

128GB i5 4GB W10 EDU Bundle - Inc Surface Device, Black type cover & pen  £ 705.00 
256GB i5 4GB W10 EDU Bundle - Inc Surface Device, Black type cover & pen  £ 861.00
128GB m3 4GB W10 EDU Bundle - Inc Surface Device, Black type cover & pen  £ 630.00

Microsoft Surface 3   

32GB W10 EDU Bundle - Inc Surface Device, Black type cover & pen    £ 415.00
64GB W10 EDU Bundle - Inc Surface Device, Black type cover & pen    £ 455.00

Microsoft Surface Dock  

Surface Pro 4 Dock     £ 128.00
Surface 3 Dock     £ 128.00

MICROSOFT FUTURE DECODED 2016 WILL GIVE YOU THE 
REAL-WORLD TOOLS TO INSPIRE, DESIGN AND BUILD 
YOUR DIGITAL BUSINESS OF TOMORROW.

Key highlights include:

• Practical, tangible advice to begin or extend your organisation’s digital transformation journey.

• Looking at the long term benefits of artificial intelligence on your business.

• Digital transformation customer success stories.

• Presentations and breakout sessions to support you in successfully reaching your goals.

REGISTER  - http://www.pugh.co.uk/events/future-decoded-1-2-nov-16-excel-london/
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cloud-based communication and collaboration tools for education

Call  01974 200 201 today to discuss Office 365

Microsoft Outlook and Office 
Web Apps (Word, Excel, 
PowerPoint & OneNote)

SharePoint 
Online

Cloud based email, calendar, 
contacts, malware & antispam 
for PC, phone & web browser

Secure place to store, organise, 
share & access information 
from any web browser

Exchange 
Online

Cloud based IM, presence, 
web conferencing, screen 
sharing, voice & video calls

Skype for 
Business

Office 365 provides students, teachers and staff with cloud-based communication and productivity 
services including: hosted email, online document editing and storage, IM, video conferencing and more

Free as part of Office 365, OneNote is already helping teachers in schools 
deliver the curriculum, develop interactivity, encourage collaborative learning 
safely and automate administration - leaving them free to do more of what 
they do best - teaching!

It works seamless with other Office 365 tools like Sway too, helping students 
research, create and share stories and presentations online.

Office 365 Services

Microsoft to your classroom made easy!

Moving to Office 365 and accessing its revolutionary learning tools may seem 
daunting. With our expert partner, BFC Networks, you can be up and running 
in no time with a bespoke service that suits you.

Did you know there are many more products 
you could be benefitting from in Office 365?

Minecraft 
Education 

Edition 
Coming 
Soon!
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MICROSOFT - OFFICE 365

Pugh in partnership with accredited Microsoft Office 365 specialists can offer a complete solution for Office 
365 including: consultancy, development, migration, licensing advice, fulfilment and support

I AM Cloud - Federate 365
Federate 365 is cloud-based and makes your move to Office 365, from either 
Live@edu or an on-premise email system, simple and secure

Collabco - MyDay
MyDay allows universities, colleges and schools to aggregate the information 
students need on a daily basis, in a highly-intuitive and modern styled interface

 MICROSOFT E5 PLAN

...realise the full potential of Office 365

New Microsoft E5 Plan delivers advanced communication, productivity and 
security features to extend and enhance your Office 365 platform. 

See and compare what’s included in the matrix below. 

Add more to your Office 365 Education subscription:

Features Office 365 Services Free Call

Business Class Email and Calendars Exchange Online Unlimited Unlimited

Social, Video, Sites, Work Management Yammer, Office 365 Video, SharePoint Online, Planner
New
● ●

IM, Online Meetings* Skype for Business ● ●
File Storage, Sharing, Information Discovery OneDrive for Business, Delve ● ●
Office Online ● ●
Office Client Apps Office 365 ProPlus ●
Archiving, Rights Management, Data Loss Prevention, Encryption

New
● ●

Office 365 Advanced eDiscovery, Secure Attachments and URLs, Access Control ●
End User and Organizational Analytics Power BI Pro, Delve Analytics ●
Cloud PBX Skype for Business ●
PSTN Conferencing** Skype for Business ●

Enterprise Plan Add-ons

PSTN Calling*** Skype for Business Call

Office 365 Education

* Skype Meeting Broadcast not included
** Toll-free & International Dial-out conferencing capabilities will incur additional per minute consumption charges when available. Customers can disable this feature to avoid additional billing. 
*** Includes both International & Domestic calling plans. Domestic only calling plans are available. Add-on price to Office 365 Education which includes Cloud PBX available. Please call for info.

Office 365 Services

NEW



Cloud Platform for the Modern Business

Microsoft Azure - cloud platform - provides on-demand infrastructure that scales and  
adapts to your changing IT needs - build infrastructure, develop modern applications,  
gain insights from data, and manage identity access.

What can you do with Azure?

Identity & Access Management

Single sign-on across Azure,  
O365 & other SaaS apps

Media Services

Encode, store, & stream video  
and audio at scale

Storage & Backup

Simple, reliable server backup,  
scalable cloud storage

Data & Analytics

Managed SQL data services,  
built-in data insight support

Virtual Machines

Provision Windows & Linux  
VMs & Apps in minutes

Solutions

Pugh in partnership with accredited Microsoft Azure specialists can offer a complete solution  
to seamlessly transition to the Microsoft Azure platform, including; consultancy, design,  
development, licensing advice, implementation, migration, training and support.

Upcoming hardware refresh? Looking to test infrastructure-as-a-service?

Call 01974 200 201 today to discuss Microsoft Azure!

Site Recovery

Replicate entire site to - and  
recover in - Azure 

ADs_Pugh_JUNE 2014.indd   2 02/06/2015   07:58
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MICROSOFT - MOBILITY

ENTERPRISE MOBILITY + SECURITY (EMS)

...comprehensive solution for your enterprise mobility suite 

Address consumerisation of IT, BYOD and SaaS challenges with Microsoft 
EMS - the most cost-effective way to acquire Microsoft Azure Active Directory 

Premium, Windows Intune and Microsoft Azure Rights Management.

What is Microsoft EMS?

• Self-service password  
reset for your  
staff/students, to reduce 
helpdesk calls

• Multi-factor  
authentication options for 
greater security 

• Group-based provisioning 
and single sign on for over 
1000 SaaS apps

• Machine learning-driven 
security reports for  
visibility and threat  
management

• Robust sync capabilities 
across cloud and  
on-premises directories

• Mobile application  
management across 
devices

• Broad device support 
for Windows, Windows 
Phone, Apple iOS and 
Android devices

• Selective wipe of apps 
and data for greater 
security

• Information protection from 
the cloud or in a hybrid 
model with your existing 
on-premises 
infrastructure

• Integration into your native 
applications with an easy-
to-use Software Developer 
Kit (SDK)

Microsoft EMS and Microsoft System Center
Microsoft System Center manages the servers and desktops inside your on-premise network. With the 
rise of consumerised IT, Bring Your Own Devices (BYOD) and Software as a Service (SaaS), managing 
the use of mobile devices outside of the network is increasingly challenging. Microsoft EMS provides the 
technology and cloud services to do this.

Microsoft EMS - Benefits
• Hosted by Azure - Microsoft’s cloud platform - saving on the captial expenditure required for new 

hardware or a hardware refresh

• Runs on Windows Intune - the cloud equivalent of System Center - with the identity/mobile device 
management and information protection tools you need

• Adapt EMS to an increase or decrease of mobile device users - add or reduce storage, servers and 
Virtual Machines as they are needed - pay only for what you use

• Mobile devices users can access apps and files virtually anywhere - via a web browser - all 
secured safely in the cloud

• Option to manage directly by Windows Intune or through on-premise System Center

 
Hybrid identity 

Management Azure AD 
Premium

 
Mobile Device  

Management Windows 
Intune

 
Information Protection 

Azure Rights  
Management

• Behavioural analytics 
uncovers suspicious 
activities and abnormal  
behaviour, leveraging 
Machine Learning 

• Detects known malicious 
attacks almost instantly

• Known security issues 
and risks are detected 
using world-class security 
researchers’ work and alerts 
raised

 
Information Protection 

Azure Rights  
Management
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…to ensure the software solution meets your needs and budget
We specialise in software licensing for volume license agreements (Campus, EES, OVS-ES, etc.) 
During the term of your agreement our renewal process ensures:

• Account Manager – licensing expert for all queries and support needs
• Updates and Advice – new release, license changes, cost comparisons 
• Support Escalation – from Pugh senior management to Vendor until resolution
• License Review – recommend best fit for environment and remain legal
•  Renewal Management – contact through-out term and renewal support

Call 01974 200 201 to discuss your Microsoft EES / OVS-ES

Microsoft License Renewal Management

MICROSOFT - VOLUME LICENSING

Adobe CS6 Matrix

Enrolment for 
Education 

Solutions (EES)

Select Plus 
Licence

OVS-ES / School 
Agreement

Campus 
Agreement

Select 
License

Designed for:

Products 
included:

Software 
Assurance Value: 

Support:

How it works:

Term:

What happens 
at end of term:

Any primary or 
secondary school

No minimum 
purchase requirement

Variety of desktop 
& server products

- New version rights 
- Spread payments 
(3 year agreement) 

- TechNet Online 
- Windows PE 

- Corporate Error 
Reporting 

- eLearning
- And more...

Microsoft Certified 
Solution Providers & 
purchasing support

One annual payment 
based on FTE count 
& product selection 

Optional inclusion of 
computers licensed to 
one student or student 

owned computer

1 or 3 years 
(renewable)

Renew, stop using 
software or pay to 
convert licenses to 

perpetual ones

Schools that intend to 
buy 250+ licenses over 

3 years or that have 
access to a Master

Agreement (via LEA 
or other body)

An extensive range

Optional extra, 
different levels for 

different needs

Download Service: 
access to software 

updates, programming 
aids & device drivers

 Online support

Volume pricing across 
whole organisation 
Sign an agreement 
Get confirmation 

for the licences you 
acquire each month

3 years

Continue using 
software

Further and Higher 
Education 

establishments

Variety of desktop 
& server products

- New version rights 
- Spread payments 
(3 year agreement) 

- TechNet Online 
- Windows PE 

- Corporate Error 
Reporting 

- eLearning
- And more...

Microsoft Certified 
Solution Providers & 
purchasing support

One annual payment 
based on staff count 
& product selection 

Optional inclusion of 
students licensing
Sign an agreement 
Get confirmation 

for the licences you 
acquire each month

1 or 3 years 
(renewable)

Renew, stop using 
software or pay to 
convert licenses to 

perpetual ones

Further and Higher 
Education 

establishments that 
intend to buy 250+ 

licenses over 3 years

An extensive range

Optional extra, 
new version rights

Download Service: 
access to software 

updates, programming 
aids & device drivers

 Online support

Volume pricing across 
whole organisation 
Sign an agreement 
Get confirmation 

for the licences you 
acquire each month

3 years

Continue using 
software

Any primary or 
secondary school

Variety of desktop 
& server products

- New version rights 
- Spread payments 
(3 year agreement) 

- TechNet Online 
- Windows PE 

- Corporate Error 
Reporting 

- eLearning
- And more...

Microsoft Certified 
Solution Providers & 
purchasing support

One annual payment 
based on PC count 
& product selection 

Optional inclusion of 
students licensing 

1 or 3 years 
(renewable)

Renew, stop using 
software or pay to 
convert licenses to 

perpetual ones
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MICROSOFT - DESKTOP

WINDOWS 10

...it’s the Windows that you know, only better

Windows 10 is familiar and easy to use, with lots of similarities to Windows 7 
including the Start menu. It starts up and resumes fast, has more 

built-in security to help keep you safe, is designed to work with software and 
hardware that you already have and the new web browser Microsoft Edge lets 

you move quickly from browsing to doing.

* School SELECT pricing is only available to schools (under the LGA agreement). Media (£25.00) also available.

Microsoft Operating System MOLP A MOLP B Schools*

Microsoft Applications  MOLP A MOLP B Schools*

Microsoft Office Suites  MOLP A MOLP B Schools*

Microsoft Imagine Academy
What’s included in my annual Microsoft Imagine Academy subscription?

• 250 E-learning Courses 
• 600 Title E-Reference Library, Digital Literacy curriculum and resources 
• Lesson Plans and Test Banks, Academic discounts on official courseware and certification licenses 
• Office 365 for Education courses 
• Teacher Certification Start Kits: 20 x MTA, 10 x MOS and MCT membership 
• Please note that “add-on” Microsoft Certification Packs are also available

Educator Professional Development courses for Minecraft are now available through 
Microsoft Imagine Academy.

Under EES, OVS-ES and Academic Select Plus - Please call 01974 200 201 for more info

NEW

Access 2016   £ 25.00 £ 24.00 £ 15.20 
Excel 2016   £ 24.00 £ 23.00 £ 14.40 
Excel for Mac 2016   £ 24.00 £ 23.00 £ 14.40 
Office Multi-Language Pack 2016   £ 13.00 £ 12.00 £ 8.00 
Outlook 2016    £ 11.00 £ 10.00 £ 6.40 
Outlook for Mac 2016    £ 11.00 £ 10.00 £ 6.40 
PowerPoint 2016   £ 24.00 £ 23.00 £ 14.40 
PowerPoint for Mac 2016   £ 24.00 £ 23.00 £ 14.40 
Project 2016   £ 73.00 £ 70.00 £ 44.00 
Project Professional 2016   £ 122.00 £ 116.00 £ 72.00 
Publisher 2016   £ 17.00 £ 16.00 £ 10.40 
Skype for Business 2016   £ 5.00 £ 4.00 £ 2.34 
Visio Standard 2016   £ 33.00 £ 31.00 £ 19.20 
Visio Professional 2016   £ 63.00 £ 60.00 £ 37.60 
Word 2016   £ 24.00 £ 23.00 £ 14.40 
Word for Mac 2016   £ 24.00 £ 23.00 £ 14.40

Office Standard 2016   £ 49.00 £ 46.00 £ 28.80
Office Professional Plus 2016   £ 63.00 £ 60.00 £ 37.60
Office for Mac Standard 2016   £ 49.00 £ 46.00 £ 28.80

Windows 10 Education Upgrade   £ 57.00 £ 54.00 £ 34.40
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...Customer Relationship Management (CRM) software for education

• Reduce costs: streamline and automate manual, resource-intensive processes
• Track recruiting and admissions: measure the effectiveness of targeted marketing activities
• Streamline teacher certifications: eliminate paperwork and automate teacher certification processes

Licensing
Available to educational establishments under the following Microsoft volume licensing programs:

• Microsoft Open Licensing Program (MOLP)
• Microsoft Enrolment for Education Solutions (EES / Campus)
• Microsoft Open Value Subscription for Education Solutions (OVS-ES)
• Microsoft Select Program

Solutions
Pugh in partnership with accredited Microsoft Dynamics CRM specialists can offer a complete solution for 
Microsoft Dynamics CRM including: consultancy, development, implementation, licensing advice, fulfilment 
and support

Call  01974 200 201  today to discuss Dynamics CRM

Case Study
Using Microsoft Dynamics CRM, Barry College were able to widen their participation and links with the 
local business community, and improve the College’s communication capabilities - leading to increased 
recruitment of potential learners and income generation. Read at www.pugh.co.uk/dynamicscrm_barry
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Exchange Server Standard 2016 £ 153.00 £ 145.00 £ 90.40
Exchange Server Standard 2016 CAL £ 3.00 £ 3.00 £ 1.76
Exchange Server Enterprise 2016 £ 875.00 £ 831.00 £ 517.60
Exchange Server Enterprise 2016 CAL £ 9.00 £ 9.00 £ 5.60
SharePoint Server 2016 £ 1,510.00 £ 1,434.00 £ 868.80
SharePoint Server 2016 Standard CAL £ 21.00 £ 20.00 £ 12.80
SharePoint Server 2016 Enterprise CAL £ 19.00 £ 18.00 £ 11.20
SQL Server 2016 Standard £ 202.00 £ 192.00 £ 115.20
SQL Server 2016 Standard (2 Cores) £ 809.00 £ 768.00 £ 458.40
SQL Server 2016 Enterprise (2 Cores) £ 3,100.00 £ 2,945.00 £ 1,756.00
SQL Server 2016 CAL £ 47.00 £ 45.00 £ 27.20
System Center 2016 Standard - 2 Cores (inc 3 Years SA) £ 294.00 £ 279.00 £ 201.60†

System Center 2016 Datacenter - 2 Cores (inc 3 Years SA) £ 800.00 £ 760.00 £ 544.80†

Windows Server 2016 R2 Datacenter (2 Processors) £ 1,389.00 £ 1,318.00 £ 749.00
Windows Server 2016 R2 Standard (2 Processors) £ 198.00 £ 189.00 £ 114.40
Windows Server 2016 R2 External Connector £ 449.00 £ 426.00 £ 258.40
Windows Server 2016 R2 CAL (Per Device) £ 7.00 £ 6.00 £ 3.74
Windows Remote Desktop Service - External Connector £ 2,295.00 £ 2,181.00 £ 1,239.00
Windows Remote Desktop Service CAL (Per Device) £ 23.00 £ 22.00 £ 13.60
Windows Rights Management Services - External Connector £ 4,154.00 £ 3,946.00 £ 2,328.00
Windows Rights Management Services CAL (Per Device) £ 9.00 £ 8.00 £ 4.80

MICROSOFT - SERVER

Server Products MOLP A MOLP B Schools*

* Schools Select pricing is only available to schools (under the LGA agreement).  
Media (£25.00) also available.
† Schools Select includes 3 Years SA.

MICROSOFT EXCHANGE SERVER 2016 

...rich Outlook experiences on phones, tablets, desktop and the Web

Integration with Outlook, SharePoint and OneDrive for Business helps you 
collaborate better. Receive, edit and share documents without ever having 

to leave Outlook. New search capabilities deliver more accurate results. 
Inline previews for URLs and inline video help you stay productive. Simplified 

architecture. Data Loss Protection. Easier auditing. eDiscovery feature.

MICROSOFT MSDN PLATFORMS

...everything IT staff need to set up development and test environments

• Access a wide range of past, present and future Microsoft software
• Create development and testing environments before going live
• Designed for IT Technicians and Java Developers
• Simple and cost-effective MSDN licensing per user

Call 01974 200 201 - add MSDN to your volume license agreement!
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NERO

Single (Box)   £ 41.16   £ 54.89
5 - 9 Licenses*   £ 34.04 £ 39.10 £ 55.23
10 - 19 Licenses*   £ 27.07 £ 32.12 £ 48.25
20 - 49 Licenses*   £ 22.97 £ 28.03 £ 44.16
50 - 249 Licenses*   £ 19.23 £ 24.32 £ 40.42

NERO 2016 PLATINUM

...platinum standard in HD multimedia

Nero 2016 Platinum includes all features in Nero 2015 Standard and Premium 
- PLUS play all your Blu-ray discs, even Blu-ray 3D, enjoy 4K in superb quality, 

ultra HD (4K) video editing for cinema-quality videos, rip and convert Blu-ray 
3D to 2D and ultra HD (4K) to play on any device.

Nero 2015 Standard Premium Platinum

* Price per license. 250+ pricing available. Licenses + 1 Year Maintenance (except for Platinum) available. Upgrade options too.

NETOP

Netop Vision Pro 9     ex VAT

1 Teacher + 15 Students (Per Classroom) £ 194.00 
1 Teacher + Unlimited Students (Per Classroom) £ 292.00

NETOP VISION PRO 9

...classroom management just got better

Vision Pro is the powerful classroom management solution that combines 
ease of use with enhanced features like ultimate web control. Version 8 
delivers improved control and support of the latest browsers, more flexibility for 
testing, supports Unicode and provides additional language support.

NEMETSCHEK

Standalone License £ 219.00 £ 110.00
Network Lab Seat (Minimum of 5) £ 219.00 £ 110.00

 Vectorworks Designer & Renderworks 2016 Single Upgrade

VECTORWORKS DESIGNER / 
RENDERWORKS 2016

...you see the world differently, transform it

Vectorworks Designer / Renderworks 2016 enhances your design process 
from inspiration to execution, empowers you to explore the possibilities of BIM 
and beyond, and equips you to create unmatched experiences. New features: 
Marionette, ENERGOS, import 3D objects, rigid line manipulation and more.

Following available: 5-10 User Dongles, 11-50 User Dongles and 51-250 User Dongles. These dongles are watermarked and must 
be purchased in conjunction with new lab seats.
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Netop Remote Control 12     ex VAT

License - 1 Guest*  Call
License Pack - 1 Guest + 15 Host Licenses  Call 
License Pack - 1 Guest + 50 Host Licenses  Call 
NOLP - 51+ Hosts Licenses*  Call

NETOP REMOTE CONTROL 12

...secure remote access you can trust

Netop Remote Control delivers a cloud-based portal for centrally managing 
access and supporting devices. Improved support for Android devices. 

Borderless connectivity with WebConnect. Secure multi-factor authentication.

MICRO FOCUS (FORMERLY NOVELL)

MICRO FOCUS OPEN ENTERPRISE 
SERVER 2

...advanced networking services

Micro Focus Open Enterprise Server 2 is a secure, highly available suite of 
services that provides proven networking and application services in an open, 
easy-to-deploy environment.

Micro Focus    License* Upgrade* 

Open Workgroup Suite      £ 25.00
Open Enterprise Server - 1 User     £ 24.00 £ 15.00
Open Enterprise Server - 100 User     £ 262.00 £ 142.00

* 1 year priority maintenance included.

Micro Focus Site Licenses Small** Large**

Open Workgroup Suite £ 18,802.44 £ 66,964.15
Identity Manager/Access Manager Bundle £ 7,334.10 £ 15,713.20
ZENworks 11 Configuration Management Standard £ 1,296.72 £ 3,890.16
SUSE Linux Enterpirse Server/SUSE Linux Enterprise Desktop 10 Bundle £ 5,411.90 £ 17,276.89

*1 year priority maintenance inc. **Annual charge. Large Site License for any establishment gaining over £25 million funding a year.

Micro Focus    License Upgrade 

ZENworks Asset Management 11.2     £ 2.71* £ 1.68*
ZENworks Configuration Managment 11.2     £ 5.70* £ 3.74*
ZENworks Endpoint Security Management 11.2     £ 5.60* £ 3.55*
ZENworks Patch Management 11.2 (1 Year Subscription for Windows)  £ 1.22

ZENWORKS CONFIG. MANAGEMENT 11.2

...endpoint management, user support and Windows 7 migration

ZENworks Configuration Management 11 offers endpoint management, user 
support and Windows 7 migration that’s easy on IT. Plus user access to the 

resources they need regardless of where they work or what devices they use. 

NETOP

*Price per license
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Nuance Single 5-49* 50-100* 101-199* 200-250*

PaperPort Professional 14 £ 49.99 £ 42.49 £ 39.99 £ 37.49 £ 37.49

OMNIPAGE ULTIMATE 19

...transform paper and PDFs with ease

OmniPage Ultimate 19 converts all your paper files and PDFs into truly 
editable digital files, forms and ready-to-use data, with accurate and powerful 
OCR software. 3DC technology intelligently corrects your digital photos so it’s 

easy to capture text with a digital camera or mobile device.  

OmniPage Ultimate 19 £ 74.99 £ 63.74 £ 59.99 £ 52.49 £ 48.74

 Nuance Single 5-50* 51-249* 250-500* 500-1000*

NUANCE

* Price per user. Maintenance and upgrade options available. Please call Sales for further information.

Dragon NaturallySpeaking Professional - Schools   £ 499.00
Dragon NaturallySpeaking Professional - FE/HE    £ 999.00 £ 1,899.00 £ 3,999.00
Dragon Dictate for Mac - Schools     £ 499.00
Dragon Dictate for Mac - FE/HE     £ 369.00 £ 699.00 £ 1,599.00

Nuance Education Packs  5 Pack 10 Pack  25 Pack

DRAGON PROFESSIONAL INDIVIDUAL

...drive documentation productivity – all by voice

Put your voice to work to create reports, e-mails, forms and more with the 
all-new Dragon Professional Individual, v15. With an all-new, next-generation 
speech engine leveraging Deep Learning technology, dictate and transcribe 
faster and more accurately than ever before, and spend less time on 
documentation and more time on activities that boost the bottom line.

Dragon NaturallySpeaking 13 Pro £ 249.99 £ 149.99 £ 199.99 £ 192.49 £ 184.99
Dragon NaturallySpeaking 13 Prem £ 116.66 £ 66.66
Dragon NaturallySpeaking 13 Home £ 66.66

Nuance Dragon Single* Upgrade 5-25** 26-50** 51-150**

Nuance Dragon Single* Upgrade 5-50** 51-100** 101-250**

Dragon for Mac 6 £ 74.99 £ 66.66 £ 99.16 £ 93.33 £ 87.50

Dragon Professional Individual 15 for Windows        £ 124.99
Dragon Professional Individual 6 for Mac         £ 104.16 

Nuance Dragon Professional Individual      Single 
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PANDA SECURITY

PANDA CLOUD OFFICE PROTECTION

...light, safe, simple and complete security solution

Panda Cloud Office Protection is a cutting edge endpoint security solution 
that offers cloud-based anti-malware and firewall protection - part of Panda’s 
Cloud Protection suite. It includes SaaS security for endpoints, proactive 
anti-malware protection, personal firewall, device control, immediate start up, 
resource-friendly and web-based management anywhere, anytime.

Cloud Office Protection    Call

Panda  Single

PARALLELS

PARALLELS REMOTE 
APPLICATION SERVER

...virtual Windows application publishing on any device, anywhere

Parallel Remote Application Server works with major hypervisors and Microsoft 
Remote Desktop Services, providing mobile users with a seamless experience 

while increasing security and reducing IT costs. It’s simple and empowers 
mobile workers with the freedom and flexibility to work how they want.

Remote Application Server    Call
Desktop for Mac    Call

Parallels  Single

NEW - PADCASTER

PADCASTER 

...transforms your iPad into an all-in-one mobile production studio

Rugged, elegant and versatile, Padcaster lets you create professional quality 
video content that inspires. With the included wide-angle lens, Padcaster 

shotgun microphone and dual mic/headphone cable, all you need is an iPad 
and your imagination. Use with your favorite apps to shoot, edit and upload 

video on the fly - or stream live right from the iPad.

Padcaster iPad    Call
Padcaster Tripod    Call
Padcaster Stick Mic    Call
Padcaster LED    Call
Padcaster Green Screen    Call

Padcaster  Single

NEW

NEW
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PROPELLERHEAD SOFTWARE

REASON 9

...music creation software

Whatever music is on your mind, Reason 9 makes it easier to bring it out. The 
new version brings a faster and easier interface with a whole new look and an 
even smoother browser for creative flow. Drag and drop available throughout 

the Reason rack. New amp and speaker models from Softube.

Propellerhead Software Single 5 User 10 User

Reason 9 £ 190.00** £ 805.00 £ 1,330.00 
Recycle 2.1 £ 85.00 £ 380.00 £ 670.00

* Upgrade options available (except for Student/Teacher License). ** Student/Teacher License.

POLYCOM

QUARK

* Price per seat. 1 year maintenance included. Media also required at £19.00
** Price per seat. Maintenance not included. Media also required at £19.00

Single Box (DVD or ESD)   £ 62.62 
Single Box - Not for Profit (DVD or ESD)   £ 158.16 
1 Year License - 2 to 49 Seats*   £ 54.54 
1 Year License - 50+ Seats*   £ 39.31 
1 Year License - Not for Profit - 2+ Seats**   £ 155.00

QuarkXPress 2015     ex VAT

QUARKXPRESS 2016 - NOW AVAILABLE 

...love print, live digital

New features in QuarkXPress 2015 are your features! The top 10 most user-
requested enhancements and included. Print and digital production - 64-bit 
performance, certified PDF/X-4 output and fixed layout eBooks. Designer 
controlled automation - footnotes and content variables. And more!

POLYCOM

...native interoperability with Skype for Business/Lync extends the 
benefits of your UC platform investment while simplifying the experience 

for users

Video conferencing Models to Fit Any Space or Budget

RealPresence Group 310 for smaller meeting rooms and offices.

RealPresence Group 500 for conference rooms and other meeting environments.

RealPresence Group 700 for board rooms, lecture halls, and other locations.
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NVIVO 11 PRO

...most advanced software for qualitative data analysis

NVivo 11 Pro supports a wide range of data sources. From text to surveys to 
social media, it offers advanced data management, query and visualization 

tools, new visualisations and an enhanced user experience. 
NVivo 11 is also available in two other versions: Starter and Plus.

QSR

NVivo For Teams    ex VAT

Full License (1 CPU)        Call
Full License (Additional CPU)        Call
Client Access License        Call

QSR - Eduserv Agreement* - HE Band A Band B Band C Band D Band E

NVivo Pro - 3 Year Site License** £ 4,114.00 £ 4,422.00 £ 5,656.00 £ 9,257.00 £ 12,856.00
NVivo Pro - 5 Year Site License** £ 3,599.00 £ 4,114.00 £ 4,834.00 £ 7,200.00 £ 9,771.00
NVivo Plus - 3 Year Site License** £ 5,842.00 £ 6,279.00 £ 8,032.00 £ 13,145.00 £ 18,256.00 
NVivo Plus - 5 Year Site License** £ 5,111.00 £ 5,842.00 £ 6,865.00 £ 10,224.00 £ 13,875.00 

* Please note: additional Eduserv Agreement fee payble. Please call 01974 200 201 for further information.
** NVivo Pro includes Starter edition. NVivo Plus includes Starter and Pro editions.

NVIVO FOR TEAMS (NOW AVAILABLE)

...sophisticated multi-user and data management capabilities

Combine the powerful data analysis tools of NVivo 11 with NVivo for Teams. 
Your team can make informed decisions faster with effortless collaboration, 
streamlined project administration and the ability to work with larger volumes 
of data using the only available on premise collaboration solution.

NVivo 11 Single 3-4 User* 5-14 User* 15+ User*

Starter - Full License (ESD) £ 195.00 £ 176.00 £ 156.00 £ 146.00
Pro - Full License (ESD) £ 380.00 £ 342.00 £ 304.00 £ 285.00
Plus - Full License (ESD) £ 525.00 £ 472.00 £ 420.00 £ 393.00
NVivo for Mac - Full License (ESD) £ 315.00 £ 283.00 £ 252.00 £ 236.00

* Price per user.

Annual Maintenance options also available.

QSR - Eduserv Agreement* - HE  Band F Band G Band H Band I

NVivo Starter - 3 Year Site License   £ 1,636.00 £ 1,799.00 £ 2,453.00 £ 4,361.00
NVivo Starter - 5 Year Site License   £ 1,363.00 £ 1,636.00 £ 2,017.00 £ 3,271.00
NVivo Pro - 3 Year Site License**   £ 3,086.00 £ 3,394.00 £ 4,628.00 £ 8,228.00
NVivo Pro - 5 Year Site License**   £ 2,571.00 £ 3,086.00 £ 3,805.00 £ 6,171.00
NVivo Plus - 3 Year Site License**   £ 4,328.00 £ 4,819.00 £ 6,572.00 £ 11,683.00 
NVivo Plus - 5 Year Site License**   £ 3,651.00 £ 4,382.00 £ 5,403.00 £ 8,763.00 

* Please note: additional Eduserv Agreement fee payble. Please call 01974 200 201 for further information.
** NVivo Pro includes Starter edition. NVivo Plus includes Starter and Pro editions.
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REALNETWORKS

Education License Program 250 seats 500 seats 1,000 seats 2,000 seats

REALNETWORKS EDUCATION PROGRAM

...everything you need to build a virtual learning environment

The Education Licensing Program provides everything you need to build your 
Virtual Learning Environment, Video Library Server or Student Revision Aids 
solution without any hidden costs or constraints, enabling you to deliver the 
best possible digital media experience for your School, College or University.

Choose the required no. of licenses from the following components: Helix Universal Server Unlimited, RealPlayer Enterprise 
Manager, RealProducer Plus & Helix Forward Proxy. Min. order quantity: 500 seats for Universities & 250 for all other institutions

Annual License £ 500.00 £ 1,000.00 £ 2,000.00 £ 4,000.00
Perpetual License £ 1,250.00 £ 2,500.00 £ 5,000.00 £ 10,000.00
Annual Upgrade & Support £ 375.00 £ 750.00 £ 1,500.00 £ 3,000.00

RED HAT

ENTERPRISE LINUX DESKTOP

...easy to use, deploy and secure

Administrators want the robust, secure Red Hat Enterprise Linux foundation. 
End users want leading applications and features from the open source 
community. With Red Hat Enterprise Linux Desktop, you can have it all.

1-99 Units      Call  Call
100-249 Units      Call  Call
250-499 Units      Call  Call
500-999 Units      Call  Call

Enterprise Linux Desktop* / Server* (Up to 2 Sockets)   1 Year 3 Years

* Please note that these are available for academic training purposes only.

RETROSPECT

10 FOR WINDOWS

...powerful, easy-to-use data protection

Retrospect 10, backup and recovery software for Windows, provides 
education establishments with the peace of mind that their digital assets are 
safe. Build a complete and reliable backup strategy in minutes.

Retrospect  5 Clients 5 Clients (ASM)

Retrospect 10 for Windows    Call  Call
Retrospect 12 for Mac    Call  Call

5 desktop / laptop clients. Option to also have with Annual Support and Maintenance (ASM).
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SAGE

SAGE EDUCATION TRAINING PACKS

...easy-to-use accounting software

Sage Education Training Packs provide accounting software for training 
purposes with full working copies and are available with an unlimited site 

license.

Sage Accounts Education Pack £ 450.00 
Sage Payroll Education Pack £ 350.00

Sage Education Packs*     ex VAT

*These provide accounting software for training purposes and are available with an unlimited site license. The software provided is a 
full working copy, however all printouts indicate that the software is for training purposes only. Student copies available.

CRYSTAL REPORTS 2015

...create visually stunning, data-rich reports with ease 

Turn information from almost any data source into a sophisticated, interactive 
report – with leading report design software - SAP Crystal Reports 2015.

SAP BUSINESS OBJECTS

Crystal Reports 2015 £ 357.15 £ 222.94

Crystal Reports Single Upgrade

FLEXARA (FORMERLY SECUNIA)

SOFTWARE VULNERABILITY MANAGER 

...complete, flexible and unique

Ensure that IT security and asset management staff have the actionable 
intelligence needed to identify and act on cybersecurity threats proactively. 

Protect all of your computers, including bring-your-own-devices (BYOD), by 
identifying, prioritizing and deploying security patches proactively.

Secunia   Licensing

Personal Software Inspector - PSI      Call
Corporate Software Inspector - CSI      Call
Vulnerability Intelligence Manager - VIM      Call
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SERIF DESIGN SUITE

...powerful creative software that’s accessible to all

Serif Design Suite - engage pupils to create professional graphics, video 
and multimedia in every subject. And with new free online resources, you’ll 
have support to equip them with essential skills and deliver a new curriculum. 
Includes: PagePlus, DrawPlus, PhotoPlus, Web Plus and MoviePlus.

SERIF

All packs contain CD-ROM, manual and relevent license.

Serif Single 10 User Pk 20 User Pk 30 User Pk 50 User Pk 

Design Suite £ 79.95 £ 749.00 £ 1,399.00 £ 1,799.00 £ 2,199.00
DrawPlus X8 £ 39.95 £ 259.00 £ 499.00 £ 599.00 £ 799.00
MoviePlus X6 £ 39.95 £ 259.00 £ 499.00 £ 599.00 £ 799.00
PagePlus X9 £ 39.95 £ 259.00 £ 499.00 £ 599.00 £ 799.00
PhotoPlus X8 £ 39.95 £ 199.00 £ 379.00 £ 529.00 £ 749.00
WebPlus X8 £ 39.95 £ 199.00 £ 379.00 £ 529.00 £ 749.00

MAGIX (FORMELY SONY)

ACID Music Studio 10     £ 19.80  Call
Movie Studio 13     £ 16.48  Call
Movie Studio Platinum 13     £ 26.40  Call
Movie Studio Suite 13     £ 46.22  Call
Sound Forge Audio Studio 10     £ 19.80  Call

Sony Creative Software - Home Studio   ESD 5+ Users*

SONY VEGAS PRO 13

...video, audio and Blu-ray™ Disc creation

Vegas Pro 13 is a contemporary Non-Linear Editing (NLE) system designed 
for complete creative control. New features include advanced archival 

tools, sophisticated audio metering and the Vegas Pro Connect mobile iPad 
companion app.

* Price per user. Minimum of 5 users.

ACID Pro 7     £ 49.53  Call
Audio Master Suite 3 (PC)     £ 209.97  Call
Audio Master Suite 3 (Mac)     £ 174.97  Call
Sound Forge Pro 11     £ 132.15  Call
Sound Forge Pro Mac 3     £ 104.97  Call
Vegas Pro 13     £ 209.97  Call

Sony Creative Software - Professional   ESD 5+ Users*
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SMART BOARD INTERACTIVE FLAT PANEL

...the smart board, reinvented

SMART Board 4000 and 6000 series are interactive flat panels, built with the 
best in touch and collaboration technology. Multi-touch capabilities. Durable 
and built to withstand any classroom environment. Silktouch and SMART ink 
combine to offer a natural and responsive learning experience.

To find out more today call 01974 200 201

SMART  TECHNOLOGIES

SMART Learning Suite:

• SMART Notebook 
Education software that’s created and refined based on feedback from educators. It provides a 
wealth of intuitive, easy to use tools and features to drive exceptional lessons using the front of 
class display, whilst increasing student engagement and attainment.

• SMART amp 
Cloud-based solution, accessible anytime via an interactive display or student device. Offers 
teachers classroom management, assessment capabilities and the ability to co-create, share 
and collaborate with students within an interactive workspace.

• SMART Lesson Activity Builder 
The greatest gift that can be given to teachers is time. For students, it’s more fun, engaging 
activities. The Lesson Activity Builder does both by letting teachers captivate students for hours 
with learning activities they create in 5 minutes.

SMART LEARNING SUITE

...users and devices all connect for enriching learning experiences 

SMART Learning Suite is now included as standard with all SMART Board 
purchases and features SMART Notebook, SMART amp and SMART Lesson 

Activity Builder - combining desktop-based features with cloud-based flexibility 
to provide a fully collaborative teaching and learning envrionment.

SMART Board 6000 Series - Key Features:

• SMART kapp iQ enabled 
Traditional whiteboard simplicity plus the ability of real-time multi-way inking from any student 
device - anyone can contribute ideas, solves problems, capture notes and more

• Silktouch technology 
Accurate, natural and responsive touch experience from corner to corner - glide effortlessly

• Pen iQ 
Using different coloured ink two students can write independently - free from interruption

• SMART ink technology 
Write naturally, with a pen or finger, in realistic digital ink - improved legibility

• 4K Ultra HD resolution 
Durable, commercial-grade, glare free LED display - crisp content clarity and readability

NEW
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SOPHOS - NEW BUNDLES

Enduser Protection: 
Recommended Product Bundles
Comprehensive security for users and data. Protection for desktops, laptops, 
mobile devices, data, web and even email – all with a single license.

ON-PREMISE BUNDLES CLOUD BUNDLE

IN
C

LU
D

ED
 P

R
O

D
U

C
TS

Enduser 
Protection

Enduser Protection 
Mail and Encryption

Enduser Protection 
Web and Mail

Enduser Protection 
Web, Mail and 

Encryption

Sophos Cloud 
Enduser Protection

Management

On-premise management ● ● ● ●

Integrated cloud-based management ●

User-centric policies across devices ●

Endpoint Protection

Antivirus/Anti-malware ● ● ● ● ●

HIPS ● ● ● ● ●

Application control ● ● ● ●

Device control ● ● ● ● ●

Data control (DLP) ● ● ● ●

Web security ● ● ● ● ●

Web control (filtering) ● ● ● ● ●

Patch assessment ● ● ● ●

Client firewall ● ● ● ● ●

Mobile Control

Mobile device management (policy 
enforcement, anti-theft, inventory)

● ● ● ● ●

Mobile application management ● ● ● ● ●

Mobile email management ● ● ● ●

Mobile content management 
(encryption)

Optional Optional Optional Optional

Managed mobile antivirus Optional Optional Optional Optional

Mobile web control (filtering) Optional Optional Optional Optional

CONTINUED ►

Enduser Protection Bundles 

Sophos Mobile Control Advanced - New Available Upgrade! 
Attach to the above bundles - includes advanced features for mobile  
security management, web protection and/or encyption.

Call 01974 200 201 today for licensing advice and pricing
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SOPHOS

ENDUSER PROTECTION BUNDLES

...comprehensive security for users and data

Formerly Complete Security Suite - Enduser Protection Bundles provide 
protection for desktops, laptops, mobile devices, data, web and even email 

 - all with a single license. 

Sophos - 12 Month Subscription  10-24* 25-49* 50-99* 100-199*

Enduser Protection    Call  Call  Call  Call
Enduser Protection Web & Mail     Call  Call  Call  Call
Enduser Protection Mail & Encryption   Call  Call  Call  Call
Enduser Protection Web, Mail & Encryption  Call  Call  Call  Call

* Price per license. 
  24 and 36 month subscriptions available. 200+ licensing options also available.

SAFEGUARD ENCRYPTION

...protecting your data, wherever it goes

Safeguard Encryption delivers complete data protection across multiple 
platforms and devices; securing your data without slowing you down. Whether 
a desktop, laptop, mobile device or file collaboration/sharing via the cloud.

Sophos - 12 Month Subscription  10-24* 25-49* 50-99* 100-199*

SafeGuard Enterprise Encryption    Call  Call  Call  Call
SafeGuard Disk Encryption Advanced   Call  Call  Call  Call
SafeGuard File Encryption Advanced    Call  Call  Call  Call
SafeGuard Device Encryption (Perpetual License)  Call  Call  Call  Call

* Price per license.
  24 and 36 month subscription and 12, 24 and 36 month perpetual licensing available. 200+ licensing options also available.

* Price per license. 
  24 and 36 month subscriptions available. 200+ licensing options also available.

Longwall Security - Professional Services

In partnership with Longwall Security we can help provide: consultation; 
onsite services across a range of Sophos products and solutions; remote 
implementation, configuration and healthchecks; training workshops; 
webinars and more.

Call 01974 200 201 for further information
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SOPHOS

SOPHOS XG NEXT-GEN FIREWALL

...ultimate network security package

Enterprise-grade security in a single solution. Sophos Unified Threat 
Management (UTM) delivers essential network firewall protection for your 
network, web, email, applications and users.

Securely connect your sites or campuses without local setup
Sophos Remote Ethernet Device (RED) is a easy and affordable way to secure your 

branch offices (e.g. school sites, university campuses, student halls, etc).

• Automatically distribute Sohos RED configuration to your 
branch offices from your headquarters

• Forwarding all traffic to the central Sophos UTM appliance 
provides complete security - even for the smallest branch office

• Slash the total cost of ownership by 80% with no need for technical training or ongoing 
maintenance at the remote site

How to deploy
• XG Series - purpose built hardware appliances with the latest UTM technology and performance
• Software and Virtual - install on to your own in-house server or your preferred virtual environment
• Cloud - deploy your UTM in Amazon Web Services, as a subscription or pay-as-you-go 

How to license
Essential Firewall + Optional Modules:

• Network Protection 
Stops sophisticated attacks that a firewall alone can’t stop

• Email Protection 
Stops spam and viruses and keeps sensitive data safe

• Web Protection 
Lets you protect your employees from web threats and control their time online

• Webserver Protection 
Hardens web servers and apps ensuring compliance with a web application firewall 

Add-ons also available
• Sophos RED (see below)

• WiFi Access Points

• Sophos iView
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Sophos Intercept X    12 Months 36 Months 

Sophos Endpoint Intercept X        Call  Call

SOPHOS

SOPHOS CLOUD

...Sophos security. Cloud simplicity.

Windows, Mac and mobile, together at last. Sophos Cloud manages endpoint 
security and mobile devices from one unified cloud console. Integrated 

security. Proven protection. Secure Web Gateway. Simple MDM.

Sophos Cloud - 12 Month Subscription  10-24* 25-49* 50-99* 100-199*

Endpoint Protection Standard    Call  Call  Call  Call
Endpoint Protection Advanced    Call  Call  Call  Call
Enduser Protection Bundle    Call  Call  Call  Call
Secure Email Gateway    Call  Call  Call  Call 
Secure Web Gateway    Call  Call  Call  Call
Secure Wifi Gateway    Call  Call  Call  Call

* Price per user.
  24 and 36 month subscription licensing available. 200+ licensing options also available.

INTERCEPT X

...comprehensive security for users and data

Managed by Sophos Central and Includes Synchronized Security Heartbeat, 
Malicious Traffic Detection, Exploit Prevention, Cryptoguard Ransomware 
Protection, Malware Activity Remediation, Threat Analysis for  
Windows 7 - 32/64bit and above .                                                                                                                      

XG FIREWALL

...unrivalled performance, security, and control

Sophos XG Firewall takes an innovative approach across all areas of 
network security. From the way firewalls are managed, to the way they report 

information and how they work with other security systems around them, 
giving you an unprecedented level of simplicity, insight, and advanced threat 

protection.

Sophos XG Firewall    Appliance Fullguard

XG 115        Call Call 
XG 210        Call Call
XG 310        Call Call
XG 430        Call Call
XG 550        Call Call
XG 650        Call Call
RED 15         Call Call
RED 50        Call Call
AP 15        Call Call
AP 55        Call Call

More Models available.
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SYMANTEC

SYMANTEC.CLOUD
...making the complex simple

Symantec.cloud Services (formerly Symantec Hosted Services MessageLabs) 
provide essential protection while virtually eliminating the need to manage 

hardware and software on site.

Email Security.cloud

Always-on, inbound and outbound email security, with protection against targeted attacks, spear 
phishing, advanced malware, spam and bulk mail. Includes:

• Data loss prevention technology
• Email encryption

Web Security.cloud

Safeguards your business against web-borne malware and web misuse, by scanning web requests 
in real time. Skeptic heuristic analysis detects emerging and zero day threats. Includes:

• Fully customisable policy creation / Data protection policy
• Security support for roaming or remote users

EMAIL MANAGEMENT

Managing email infrastructure has become increasingly complex and costly, requiring significant 
resource investment and expertise. Symantec.cloud offers solutions.

Enterprise Vault.cloud

A cloud-based archiving service that helps organisations better store, manage and discover 
business-critical information. Includes:

• Quick and easy service deploy
• Unlimited storage and retention

Email Continuity.cloud

Email Continuity.cloud provides an affordable standby email system that activates in minutes, 
providing virtually uninterrupted use of email in the event of a mail server outage. Includes:

• Always-on data synchronisation
• Rapid restoration of email following an outage

SECURITY

Symantec.cloud services secure and manage information stored on endpoints and exchanged 
through email, Web and IM interactions.
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SYMANTEC

Symantec: End-to-End IT Infrastructure Solutions
We have the skills and experience to support our customers from initial consultation, 
planning and design through to engineering, build, implementation and training. 

Call 01974 200 201 for further information

ACADEMIC SUBSCRIPTION PROGRAMME

...a flexible way to purchase Symantec software licenses

Enables educational institutions to purchase software licenses on a subscription 
basis, bundled with Essential Support (24x7).

Endpoint Protection 12.1 £ 9.78 £ 4.89 £ 2.44 £ 1.22 £ 0.61
Endpoint Protection for VDI 12.1 £ 9.78 £ 4.89 £ 2.44 £ 1.22 £ 0.61
Endpoint Suite 1.0 £ 14.26 £ 13.55 £ 12.83 £ 12.12 £ 11.41
Endpoint Suite with Email 1.0 £ 19.01 £ 18.06 £ 17.11 £ 16.16 £ 15.21
Ghost Solution Suite 3.0 £ 4.62 £ 4.39 £ 4.16 £ 3.93 £ 3.70
Ghost Solution Suite Server 3.0  Call  Call  Call  Call  Call
Prot. for SharePoint Servers 6.0 £ 2.04 £ 1.94 £ 1.84 £ 1.74 £ 1.63
Prot. Suite Enterprise Edition 4.1 £ 16.95 £ 8.47 £ 4.24 £ 2.12 £ 1.49

Academic Subscription Programme Band A Band B Band C Band D Band E

* Band A - 250-499 units    Band B - 500-999 units    Band C - 1,000--4,999 units    Band D - 5,000-9,999 units    Band E - 10,000+
  Price per license. 1 Year Subscription License + Essential Support (24/7).

Schools qualify with a minimum purchase of 250 units for desktops and servers.
Colleges/Universities qualify with licensing based on FTE count for site wide coverage.

PROTECTION SUITE ENTERPRISE EDITION 

...endpoints and messaging environments protection

Symantec Protection Suite Enterprise Edition creates a protected endpoint 
and messaging environment that is secure against today’s complex malware, 
data loss and spam threats, and is quickly recoverable in the event of failure.

Endpoint Protection 12.1     £ 10.97 £ 11.52
Mail Security 7.5 for MS Exchange Antivirus     £ 7.82 £ 8.29
Mail Security 7.5 for MS Exchange Antivirus & Antispam    £ 11.51 £ 12.09
Protection Engine for Cloud Services 7.5     £ 5.66 £ 5.94
Protection Suite Enterprise Edition 4.0     £ 19.99 £ 20.99

Symantec Antivirus & Client Security  L + BS* L + ES*

* L + BS = License plus Basic Support (12x5). L + ES = License plus Essential Support (24x7). Price per license.
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SYMANTEC

SYMANTEC MOBILITY: SUITE

...integrated mobile management for secure productivity

Mobility Suite simplifies mobility management - integrating mobile device 
management (MDM), mobile application management (MAM), mobile content 
management (MCM) and mobile threat protection into one comprehensive, 
single console solution. Master security and maximise productivity for BYOD.

Symantec Mobility: Suite 5.0 - Now Available!
This latest release features an integrated, modular solution on a singular platform with the flexibility to 
license the Suite or the Individual Modules. 

Symantec App Center, Mobile Management Suite, Mobile Management and Mobile Security have been 
discontinued with a migration path to the new Suite and individual modules. See below.

Mobility: 
Suite 5.0

Mobile Device Management (MDM) 
Provides visibility and control over iOS, Android and Windows smartphones 
and tablets. Enroll devices in your enterprise environment, configure and 
update device settings and protect them with certificate-based security.

Mobile Application Management (MAM) 
Layered security and policy management around mobile apps, without any 
sourcecode changes or SDK embedding. Comprehensive per-app policies 
for connectivity, authentication, encryption, data access and data sharing.

Threat Protection 
Powerful, effective protection against malicious threats and unauthorized 
access to sensitive information. Protects Android devices from privacy and 
performance risks, mobile malware and fraudulent websites.

Call 01974 200 201 today for licensing advice & pricing
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SYMANTEC

GHOST SOLUTION SUITE 3.1

...for imaging and deploying desktops, laptops, tablets and servers

Ghost Solution Suite includes the Deployment Solution console and 
its core capabilities for operating system deployment, migration and 
cross-platform management. Combined with key functionalities like 

Ghost Cast Server and DeployAnywhere, Ghost Solution Suite 
accelerates and simplifies imaging and deployment.

License   £ 6.46 £ 6.73
Version Upgrade   £ 3.87 £ 4.04
Renewal Support (12 Months)   £ 0.98 £ 1.26

Ghost Solution Suite 3.1*  L + BS** L + ES**

ENDPOINT ENCRYPTION / PGP 

...protect sensitive data on your endpoints

Powered by PGP Technology, Symantec’s Endpoint Encryption solution 
provides organisations with full-disk encryption for data on desktops, laptops 

and removable media - ensuring you meet the various regulatory and 
compliance mandates around data security.

Desktop Email Encryption     £ 72.19 £ 75.80
Endpoint Encryption     £ 27.38 £ 28.74
File Share Encryption     £ 72.19 £ 75.80
Gateway Email Encryption     £ 16.10 £ 16.91

Symantec Endpoint Encryption  L + BS* L + ES*

* L + BS = License plus Basic Support (12x5). L + ES = License plus Essential Support (24x7). Price per device.

License (Bundle)   £ 56.10 £ 58.48
Version Upgrade   £ 33.66 £ 35.09
Renewal Support (12 Months)   £ 8.56 £ 10.93

Ghost Solution Suite Server 3.0*  L + BS** L + ES**

* Price per device.
** L + BS = License plus Basic Support (12x5). L + ES = License plus Essential Support (24x7). Minimum purchase of 5 licenses.

* Price per server.
** L + BS = License plus Basic Support (12x5). L + ES = License plus Essential Support (24x7).
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WAVELAB PRO 9

...audio editing and mastering suite

WaveLab Pro 9 reinvents audio refinement once again with its redesigned 
user interface and the new exchange feature, allowing for faster workflows, 

while the unique mastering plug-in suite, MasterRig and its mid/side 
capabilities push your creative envelope.

Cubase Pro 8.5 £ 31.00 £ 201.00 £ 190.95 £ 180.90 £ 170.85
Cubase Artist 8.5   £ 110.00 £ 104.50 £ 99.00 £ 93.50
Cubase Elements 8   £ 41.00 £ 38.95 £ 36.90 £ 34.85
HALion 5   £ 128.00 £ 121.60 £ 115.20 £ 108.80
WaveLab 9   £ 201.00 £ 190.95 £ 180.90 £ 170.85
WaveLab Elements 9   £ 41.00 £ 38.95 £ 36.90 £ 34.85

Steinberg Upgrade* Single 5-9 Users** 10-24 Users** 25+ Users**

SORENSON MEDIA

SQUEEZE 11

...video encoding. Decoded.

Squeeze 11 - trusted video encoding software designed for professionals. 
New v11 features: import sequenced still images, multi-track audio support, 
XDCAM OP1a (MXF), output frame rate restrictions removed, expanded 4K 
and UHD support, high bit-depth dithering filter, updated codecs and more. 

STEINBERG

* Upgrade from v8 to v8.5     ** Price per user

Sorenson  Single Upgrade* Upgrade**

* Upgrade from previous version (v10) ** Upgrade from older version (v9, v8.5 or v8). More options available. 

UR SERIES

...USB audio interfaces

The UR series provides high-speed USB 2.0 connectivity and comprises 
the ultra-mobile UR22 interface, the UR28M desktop interface, the UR44 
advanced portable production studio and the rack-mountable UR824 interface. 

UR22         £ 101.00
UR44         £ 237.00
UR28         £ 305.00
UR824         £ 578.00

Steinberg     Single

Squeeze 11 Lite    Call 
Squeeze 11 Standard    Call  Call  Call 
Squeeze 11 Pro    Call  Call  Call 
Squeeze Server 4    Call
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TECHSMITH 

CAMTASIA  

...screen recording and video editing software

Camtasia helps you quickly create professional quality videos and share them 
with anyone, on nearly any device - without formal training. Create interactive 

videos that engage your audience. Plus, built-in quizzing lets you discover if 
your viewers are watching and learning from your content.

License   £ 23.66 £ 18.69 £ 16.57 £ 14.20
Upgrade    Call  Call  Call Call 

Snagit 13 (Win/Mac)  Single 5-9 Users* 10-24 Users* 25-99 Users*

SNAGIT 13 WINDOWS / 4 MAC

...image and video screen capture

Use images and videos to show people exactly what you’re seeing. Snagit 
12 gives you an easy way to quickly provide better feedback, create clear 
documentation and change the way you work together.

K-12 Single Site License (Up to 100 or 250 CPU’s)       Call
Multi-Site License (Up to 100, 500 or 1000 CPU’s)       Call
District/Campus-Wide License (Perpetual, Faculty/Staff Count, Student Optional)   Call
Server-Based License - Camtasia Relay (Small groups or entire institution)    Call

TechSmith Site License Options*     

License   £ 153.26 £ 147.13 £ 142.39 £137.93

Camtasia / Snagit Bundle  Single 5-9 Users* 10-14 Users* 15-24 Users*

License   £ 133.51 £ 128.17 £ 124.16 £ 120.16
Upgrade    Call Call  Call   Call 

Camtasia (Win/Mac)  Single 5-9 Users* 10-14 Users* 15-24 Users*

* Price per user.        25+ user pricing available.  
  Maintenance also available. Please call sales.

“Flipping” with TechSmith’s Screen Recording Software
Instead of teaching a topic in the classroom then leaving students to work it out on 
their own at home - flip the classroom! Teach the topic to students while they’re at 
home, giving you more time to help students work it out in the classroom.
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Read&Write GOLD for PC 11.5       £ 320.00 £ 350.00 
Read&Write GOLD for Mac 6       £ 320.00 £ 350.00

TEXTHELP READ&WRITE

...literacy support solution used by millions worldwide

From reading on-screen text aloud to researching and checking written work, 
Read&Write makes lots of everyday tasks easier. It’s a big confidence booster 
for anyone who needs a little extra help with their reading and writing, at 
school or in the workplace - anytime, across platforms and devices.

texthelp    ESD* Mobile**

* Electronic software download (ESD). ** Mobile version is in a USB format. Please call for special DSA pricing.

TEXTHELP

EndNote X7 for Win   £ 180.00 £  780.00 
EndNote X7 for Mac   £ 180.00 £  780.00
Reference Manager V12   £ 180.00 £ 740.00

ENDNOTE X7

...powerful tool for managing your research.

EndNote 7 gives you the tools you need for searching, organizing and sharing 
your research. It allows you to easily create bibliographies while writing your next 
paper with features like Cite While You Write. Plus enhanced PDF importing, file 

naming and organizing options.

* Price per User.   NC = Non-Concurrent.

THOMSON REUTERS

Thomson Reuters   Single 5 Pack NC

Thycotic Secret Server for Professional         Call 
Thycotic Secret Server for Enterprise          Call
Thycotic Secret Server for Enterprise Plus         Call

THYCOTIC SECRET SERVER

...enterprise password management software for IT Admins and IT 
Security Pros

Secret server enables you to store, distribute, change, and audit enterprise 
passwords in a secure environment.

Thycotic Secret Server

THYCOTIC 
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TOON BOOM

STORYBOARD PRO 5

...where the story begins

Storyboard Pro 5 is storyboarding software that combines drawing and 
animation tools with camera controls. Develop the story with total artistic 
control, whether on episodic, advertising, film or other creative projects.

Toon Boom    Single Volume

Storyboard Pro 5        Call  Call
Harmony        Call  Call
Toon Boom Digital Pipeline        Call  Call

TRIMBLE

Lab License*            Call
Student License          Call

Sketchup Pro 2016     12 Months

SKETCHUP PRO 2016

...design, document and communicate ideas in 3D

Professionals in design, construction, engineering and dozens of other fields 
choose SketchUp Pro 2016 because it’s flexible enough for any type of 3D 

modelling and communication. New look 3D Warehouse. WebGL Viewer.

VEEAM

VEEAM AVAILABILITY SUITE

...virtual machine backup for VMware and Hyper-V

Veeam Availability Suite combines the award-winning data protection and 
virtualization management expertise of Veeam Backup & Replication™ and 
Veeam ONE for VMware vSphere and Microsoft Hyper-V. Veeam offers 
different editions of Veeam Availability Suite — Standard, Enterprise and 
Enterprise Plus — to give you the functionality your business needs.

Veeam Availability Suite   1 Socket*

Standard License      Call
Enterprise License      Call
Enterprise Plus License      Call

NEW

Veeam   1 Socket*

Backup & Replication Standard License      Call
Backup & Replication Enterprise License      Call
Backup & Replication Enterprise Plus License      Call
Veeam One      Call
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VERITAS

BACKUP EXEC 15 SERVER

...powerful, flexible, easy-to-use backup and recovery

Backup Exec 15 - backup, recover and protect your entire infrastructure 
whether built upon virtual, physical or a combination of both environments. 

Backup local or remote data to virtually any storage device including tape, disk 
and cloud. Recovery is fast and efficient. Quickly search and restore granular 

file or application objects, applications, VMs and servers.

Single   £ 434.00 £ 453.00
Version Upgrade   £ 306.00 £ 324.00

Backup Exec 15 Server   L + BS L + ES

BACKUP EXEC 15 V-RAY EDITION

...full backup and recovery for virtual environments

Backup Exec 15 V-Ray Edition is designed to completely protect your VMware 
or Hyper-V virtual environments. With advanced host-based virtual protection 
and integrated deduplication - experience worry-free backup and recovery for 

virtual machines and virtualized applications.

2 to 6 Cores - Single   £ 597.00 £ 622.00
2 to 6 Cores - Version Upgrade   £ 420.00 £ 445.00
8+ Cores - Single   £ 678.00 £ 706.00
8+ Cores - Version Upgrade   £ 477.00 £ 506.00

Backup Exec 15 V-Ray Edition  L + BS L + ES

BACKUP EXEC 15 CAPACITY EDITION

...backup and recovery designed for your entire infrastructure

Whether on a virtual, physical or cloud platform, you can recover VMs, 
applications, databases, files, folders and granular application objects, in 
minutes. Priced per terabyte (TB), Backup Exec 15 Capacity Edition includes 
the Backup Exec Media Server license and all Backup Exec agents & options.

1 TB   £ 1,797.43 £ 1,873.59
2 to 5 TB*   £ 1,527.82 £ 1,592.55
6 to 15 TB*   £ 1,419.97 £ 1,480.14
16 to 25 TB*   £ 1,348.07 £ 1,405.20
26+ TB*   £ 1,312.12 £ 1,367.72

Backup Exec 15 Capacity Edition  L + BS L + ES

* Price per front-end terabyte (TB). Backup Exec 15 Capacity Edition LITE also available. Please call Sales for more info.
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VERITAS

NEWS! Symantec has split into two separate companies:
• Symantec - For Security products inc. Endpoint Protection
• Veritas - For Information Management products inc. Backup Exec

                                          Call 01974 200 201 for more info

L + BS = License plus Basic Support (12x5).    L + ES = License plus Essential Support (24x7).

Agents
Agent for Applications and Databases   £ 435.00 £ 453.00
Agent for Linux   £ 173.00 £ 180.00
Agent for Mac   £ 173.00 £ 180.00
Agent for VMware and Hyper-V   £ 697.00 £ 726.00
Agent for Windows   £ 260.00 £ 271.00
Remote Media Agent for Linux Servers   £ 348.00 £ 362.00
Options
Option for Enterprise Server (Up to 10 Users)   £ 1,308.00 £ 1,364.00
Option for Deduplication (Up to 10 Users)   £ 653.00 £ 681.00
Option for Exchange Mailbox Archiving (Up to 10 Users)   £ 86.00 £ 89.00 
Option for File System Archiving   £ 348.00 £ 362.00
Option for Library Expansion   £ 435.00 £ 453.00
Option for NDMP   £ 872.00 £ 908.00
Option for VTL Unlimited Drive   £ 1,308.00 £ 1,364.00

Backup Exec 15 Agents and Options   L + BS L + ES

BACKUP EXEC 15 
AGENTS AND OPTIONS

...enhance and extend Backup Exec features, capabilities and support

Whether you need to protect VMware vSphere, Microsoft Hyper-V, physical 
servers, critical applications or databases, Backup Exec 15 has a portfolio of 
high powered agents and options to scale and grow your environment.

SYSTEM RECOVERY 2013 SERVER EDITION

...with patented Restore Anyware™ technology

System Recovery 2013 Server Edition lets IT administrators rapidly restore 
exactly what they need, when and where they need it - including entire 
physical and virtual machines to bare metal or dissimilar hardware as well as 
files, folders and granular application objects. 

Desktop Edition - Single (5+) £ 34.08 £ 35.53
Server Edition - Single £ 392.72 £ 409.36
Small Business Server Edition - Single £ 244.52 £ 254.88
Virtual Edition - Single £ 1,232.48 £ 1,284.71

System Recovery 2013  L + BS L + ES

L + BS = License plus Basic Support (12x5).          L + ES = License plus Essential Support (24x7).
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VMware ThinApp 4 Suite - Includes 1 Virtualization Suite, 1 Workstation, 50 Client Licenses. Limit of one per customer.
VMware ThinApp 4 Client License - Requires purchase of ThinApp 4 Suite. Unlimited applications per endpoint (USB, PC, Laptop).
* 1 Year Basic Support (12x5). ** 1 Year Production Support (24x7). Support mandatory on all purchases.

VMware    ESD Upgrade

Fusion 9 Pro (Mac)         Call  Call
Workstation 12 Pro (Windows & Linux)        Call  Call

VMWARE WORKSTATION 12 PRO

...take PC virtualisation to the next level

VMware Workstation 12 Pro supports the latest version of Windows and Linux, 
the latest processors and hardware, and has the ability to connect to VMware 
vSphere and vCloud Air - it’s the perfect tool to increase productivity, save time 
and conquer the cloud. 

VMWARE

VMWARE THINAPP 5

...application virtualisation made simple

VMware ThinApp is an agentless application virtualization solution that isolates 
applications from their underlying operating systems to eliminate application 

conflict and streamline delivery and management - OS Migrations, Application 
Isolation, Server Consolidation, Desktop Security and Application Mobility.

ThinApp - Application Virtualisation   License 1Yr BS* 1Yr PS**

ThinApp 5 Suite   £ 2,035.00 £ 426.64 £ 846.50
ThinApp 5 Client License    Call  Call  Call
ThinApp 5 Client License - 100 Pack   £ 772.50 £ 161.85 £ 321.67

VMWARE HORIZON 6

...your cloud, your desktop, your applications, just got better

VMware Horizon (with View) delivers virtualized and remoted desktops and 
applications through a single platform and supports end users with access to 
all of their Windows and online resources through one unified workspace.

Horizon 6 Standard Bundle (CCU)     £ 1,015.00 £ 10,150.00 
Horizon 6 Advanced Bundle (CCU)     £ 1,625.00 £ 16,250.00 
Horizon 6 Enterprise Bundle (CCU)     £ 2,035.00 £ 20,350.00

Horizon - Desktop Virtualisation 10 Pack 100 Pack

CCU = Concurrent Connections. 10 pack and 100 pack “Named Users” available for Advanced and Enterprise bundles. Support 
mandatory on all purchases. 1 year or 3 year basic (12x5) or essential (24x7) support available. Please call for more information.
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VMWARE VSPHERE 6

...virtualisation platform for building cloud infrastructures

VMware vSphere builds on the power of VMware Infrastructure to provide a 
cloud operating system that increases control over IT infrastructures while 

preserving the flexibility to choose any OS, application and hardware. NEW 
computing, storage, network, security, scalability and management features.

vSphere 6 Standard     £ 476.00 £ 100.00
vSphere 6 Enterprise     £ 1,375.00 £ 288.00
vSphere 6 Enterprise Plus     £ 1,675.00 £ 351.00

vSphere (for 1 Processor)  License 1 Yr Support*

• vCloud Suite Standard - Get started with infrastructure as a service. Deliver software-defined datacenter services, including 
networking and security within virtual datacenters, and enable rapid, managed access to virtual resources.

• vCloud Suite Advanced - Intelligently manage your infrastructure-as-a-service cloud. Proactive, automated management of 
performance and capacity improve peace-of-mind. A highly available firewall and network load balancer deliver security and 
performance SLAs.

• vCloud Suite Enterprise - Build a complete and mature cloud for infrastructure as a service and rapid application 
provisioning. Enable control and accountability with configuration and chargeback management. Deliver availability SLAs for 
business-critical apps with disaster recovery. Offer quick and consistent on-demand provisioning of multi-tier apps.

vCloud Suite Standard     £ 2,385.00 £ 501.86
vCloud Suite Advanced     £ 3,585.00 £ 751.99
vCloud Suite Enterprise     £ 5,495.00 £ 1,153.48

vCloud Suite  License 1 Yr Support*

VMWARE

vSphere 6 Essentials Plus Kit     £ 1,655.00 £ 346.84

vSphere Kit (for 3 Hosts)  License 1 Yr Support*

VMWARE VCLOUD SUITE

...complete cloud infrastructure solution

VMware vCloud Suite is an integrated solution for building and managing a 
complete cloud infrastructure. VMware vCloud Suite delivers a complete cloud 
solution with a single purchase enabled with a per-processor licensing metric.

* Support is mandatory on all purchases. 1 Year Basic Support (12x5 technical support) shown. Production Support (24/7 technical 
support) also available. Please call Sales for pricing and information.

VMware: End-to-End IT Infrastructure Solutions
We have the skills and experience to support our customers from initial consultation, 
planning and design through to engineering, build, implementation and training. 

Call 01974 200 201 for further information
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Intuos Pro Small       £ 141.66
Intuos Pro Medium       £ 212.49
Intuos Pro Medium - Special Edition       £ 226.66
Intuos Pro Large       £ 304.58

INTUOS PRO MEDIUM - SPECIAL EDITION

...designed for creativity

Intuos Pro Medium pen tablet combines Wacom’s finest pen capabilities with 
intuitive multi-touch support. Gain precision and control, speed your workflow 

and take advantage of all the pressure-sensitive capabilities in your favorite 
creative software. The Special Edition offers a sleak black and silver style!

Wacom Intuos Pro Range    Single

WACOM

Bamboo Stylus Solo       £ 14.16 
Bamboo Stylus Duo       £ 20.83 
Bamboo Stylus Fineline 2       £ 33.33 
Intuos Creative Stylus 2       £ 54.16

Wacom Stylus Range  Single

INTUOS CREATIVE STYLUS 2

...ideal for Adobe Capture, Adobe Illustrator Draw & Adobe Sketch apps

If you can dream it up, the Intuos Creative Stylus 2 can help you bring it to 
life. It’s ergonomically designed for creative professionals with a thin pressure-
sensitive tip that lets you draw, sketch and paint - using key integrated creative 
apps on your iPad - for an intuitive and natural feeling of pens and brushes.

CINTIQ 27QHD TOUCH

...setting a new standard in display colour and resolution

Cintiq 27QHD Touch offers true-to-life colour on a high-resolution display 
giving you unparalleled clarity and colour sensitivity in creative areas like 
image editing, 2D/3D animation, Game Development, Print / Pre-Press 
Proofing and Graphic Design. Work effortlessly with a pressure-sensitive pen 
and multi-touch gestures directly on an expansive edge-less glass display.

Wacom Cintiq 13HD       £ 541.65
Wacom Cintiq 13HD Touch       £ 665.83
Wacom Cintiq 22HD       £ 1,249.98
Wacom Cintiq 22HD Touch       £ 1,333.33
Wacom Cintiq 27QHD       £ 1,499.99
Wacom Cintiq 24QHD Touch       £ 1,749.99

Wacom Cintiq Range    Single

NEW
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Websense Web Filter & Security            Call

Forcepoint*      Seat(s)

WEBSENSE WEB FILTER & SECURITY

...deploy proxy-free threat protection with near real-time updates 

Websense Web Filter & Security blocks web threats to reduce malware 
infections, decrease help-desk incidents and free up valuable IT resources. 

With more than 120 security and filtering categories, 100s of Web application 
and protocol controls, 60-plus reports with role-based access and more.

FORCEPOINT (FORMERLY WEBSENSE)

...software licensing and solutions

With over 35 years experience in serving the education and voluntary sectors, we’re 
able to advise on and source a wide-range of software not included in this catalogue.

Examples below - Call 01974 200 201 for other software and service vendors:

• Articulate

• Boinx Software

• Checkpoint

• Design Science

• IBM

• I.R.I.S

• Kerio

• LanSchool

• MAXQDA

• Movie Magic

• Reallusion

• Rhino 3D

Our dedicated sales team have in-depth knowledge of complex licensing options to advise and build the right 
cost-effective solution for your establishment.

• Smith Micro

• Stop Motion Pro

• WebTrends

TRITON AP-WEB Cloud            Call
TRITON AP-EMAIL Cloud            Call

Forcepoint*      Seat(s)

* Please call Sales for Forcepoint product, licensing and pricing information.

TRITON AP-WEB CLOUD

...protection wherever today’s users are – home, office or on the road

TRITON AP-WEB Cloud offers comprehensive real-time, inline protection 
against advanced threats that use sophisticated techniques to evade detection 
while they’re stealing your sensitive data, as well as insider threats, such as 
employee theft and malware that slips into your network.

TRITON AP-DATA            Call
TRITON AP-ENDPOINT            Call
TRITON APX SUITE            Call

Forcepoint*      Seat(s)
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A
ABBYY  10
Access  39
ACID  50
Acrobat Pro DC  15
Acronis  10, 11
Adobe  12, 13, 14, 15
Adobe CLP, TLP  12
Adobe School Site License  13
Adobe VIP  12, 13
Adobe Volume Licensing  12
Ai Squared  11
All-Access XE  24
Altman Technologies  18
Andrea Communications  11
ARCserve UDP  19
Articulate  69
ATLAS.ti  18
Audio Master Suite  50
AudioScore  16
Auralia  16
AVG  18
Avid  16, 17
Azure  36

B
Backup Advanced  10
Backup Exec  64
Backup Exec Agents and Options  
65
Backup Exec Capacity Edition  
64
Backup Exec V-Ray  64
Bamboo  68
Bitdefender  19
Boinx Software  69

C
CA  19
Camtasia Studio  61
Captivate  15
C++ Builder XE  24
CensorNet  22
Checkpoint  69
CINEMA 4D Studio  31
Cintiq  68
Cloud Office Protection  45
ColdFusion  15
Condusiv Technologies  22
Contribute  15
Corel  20, 21
Corel Academic Site Licence  20
CorelCAD  21
Corel Classroom License Packs  
20
CorelDRAW Graphics Suite  21
CorelDRAW Technical Suite  21
Crystal Reports  49
Cubase  60

CyberLink  23
Cysgliad  22

D
DameWare  23
Deep Freeze  25
Delphi XE  24
Design Science  69
Design Suite  50
Desktop for Mac  45
Director  15
Director Suite  23
Diskeeper  22
Dolphin  24
Dragon for Mac  44
Dragon NaturallySpeaking  44
Dragon Professional  44
DrawPlus  50
Dreamweaver  15
Dynamics CRM  40

E
eLearning Suite  15
Elements Bundle  15
Embarcadero  24
EndNote  62
Endpoint Antivirus  25
Endpoint Encryption / PGP  59
Endpoint Protection  30, 57
Endpoint Protection For Mac  31
Endpoint Security  25
Enterprise Linux  48
Enterprise Mobility Suite  37
ESET  25
Excel  39
Extensis  25

F
Faronics  25
FileMaker  26
FineReader  10
Flash  15
flexara  49
FORCEPOINT  69
FrameMaker  15
Freedom Scientific  26
Freehand  15
Fusion  66

G
GFI  27
Ghost Solution Suite  57, 59
GraphPad  27

H
HALion  60
Headphones  11
Headsets  11
Horizon  66

I
IBM  69
Imagine Academy  39
Impero  28
Impero Education Pro  28
Inspiration  28
InStat  27
Intercept x  55
Internet Security Business Edi-
tion  18
Intuos  68
I.R.I.S  69
iSheriff Cloud Security  29

J
JAWS  26

K
Kerio  69
Kidspiration  28

L
LanGuard  27
LanSchool  69
Lightroom  15

M
Magix  50
MailEssentials  27
Mail Security  57
MakerBot  29
MakerBot Digitizer  29
MakerBot Replicator  29
MalWarebytes  29
Maxon  31
MAXQDA  69
McAfee  30, 31
Media Composer  17
Media Server  15
Media Suite  23
Micro focus  43
Microphones  11
Microsoft  33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 3
8, 39, 40, 41
Microsoft Campus  38
Microsoft Desktop  39
Microsoft EES  38
Microsoft Mobility  37
Microsoft SELECT  38
Microsoft Server  41
microsoft Surface  33
Microsoft Volume Licensing  38
MindJet  32
MindManager  32
Mini Remote Control  23
Minitab  32
Mobile Application Management  
58
Mobile Device Management  58
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Movie Magic  69
MoviePlus  50
Movie Studio  50
MSDN Platforms  41
Musition  16

N
Nemetschek  42
Nero  42
Netop  42, 43
Netop Remote Control  43
Netop Vision Pro  42
Novell  43
Nuance  44
NVivo  46, 47
NVivo for Mac  47
NVivo for Teams  47

O
Office 365  34, 35
Office Suites  39
OmniPage  44
Open Enterprise Server  43
Open Workgroup Suite  43
Outlook  39

P
Padcaster  45
PageMaker Plus  15
PagePlus  50
Painter  21
Panda Security  45
PaperPort  44
Parallels  45
Pcounter  18
PDF Converter  44
PDF Fusion  21
PDF Transformer+  10
PHD Virtual  46
PhotoDirector Suite  23
PhotoPlus  50
PhotoScore  16
Photoshop Elements  15
Pinnacle Studio  21
Polycom  46
Portfolio  25
PowerDirector  23
PowerDVD  23
PowerPoint  39
Premiere Elements  15
Premiere Pro  15
Presenter  15
Prism  27
Project  39
Propellerhead Software  46
Protection Engine for Cloud Ser-
vices  57
Protection Suite Enterprise Edi-
tion  57
ProTools  17

Pro Tools Bundle  17
Publisher  39

Q
QSR  47
Quark  46
QuarkXPress  46

R
RAD Studio XE  24
Read&Write  62
Reallusion  69
RealNetworks  48
Reason  46
Recycle  46
Red Hat  48
Reference Manager  62
Remote Application Server  45
Remote Desktop Service  41
Remote Support  23
Renderworks  42
Retrospect  48
Rhino 3D  69
Rights Management Service  41
Rising Software  16
RoboHelp  15
Roxio  21

S
Safeguard Encryption  53
Sage  49
Sage Education Packs  49
SAP Business Objects  49
Secunia  49
Secunia CSI  49
Security for Business  30
Serif  50
Sibelius  16
Sibelius Bundle  16
Sketchup Pro  63
SMART Board  51
SMART Learning Suite  51
SMART Notebook  51
SMART Technologies  51
Smith Micro  69
Snagit  61
Snap Deploy  11
Sony  50
Sophos  52, 53, 54, 55
Sophos Cloud  55
Sophos Enduser Bundles  52, 53
Sophos Professional Services  
53
Sophos RED  54
Sophos UTM  54
Sorenson Media  60
Sound Forge  50
Squeeze  60
StatMate  27
Steinberg  60

Steinberg UR Series  60
Stylus  68
Suitcase Fusion  25
SuperNova  24
Symantec  56, 57, 58, 59
Symantec Academic Subscrip-
tions  57
symantec.cloud  56
Symantec Mobility Suite  58
Symantec - Veritas  64, 65
System Recovery  65

T
Technical Suite  15
TechSmith  61
TechSmith Site Licenses  61
textHELP!  62
ThinApp  66
Thomson Reuters  62
Toon Boom  63
Trimble  63
TRITON  69

U
Universal Type Server  25

V
vCloud  67
Vectorworks Designer  42
Veeam  63
veeam Availability suite  63
Veeam Backup and Replication  
63
Vegas  50
VideoStudio Pro  21
VirusScan for Mac  31
Visio  39
VMware  66, 67
vSphere  67

W
Wacom  68
WaveLab  60
Web Filter & Security  69
WebPlus  50
WebTrends  69
Windows Pro  39
WinDVD  21
WinZip  21
Word  39
WordPerfect Office Pro  21
Workstation  66

X

XG Firewall  55

Z
ZENworks  43
ZoomText  11
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Conditions of Sale

   

Condition of Sale

1. Who We are, who You are and Other Definitions used in 
these Terms and Conditions

In these terms and conditions: 

“We, Our or Us” means Pugh Computers Limited. Company 
number 2665655, registered in England and Wales. Registered 
office: Denver House, Llanon, Aberystwyth, Ceredigion, SY23 
5LP. VAT number GB341 9298 40; 

“You or Your” means the person, firm or company purchasing 
the Goods. If You are buying the Goods for Your own personal 
use and not as part of a business, you are a consumer. For 
consumers, specific terms and conditions apply as set out in 
clause 8 below;

“The Goods” means the software, Goods or other items which 
shall be the subject of a contract between You and Us;

“The Price” means the Price included in Your invoice or in 
respect of Business Charge Cards the amount required by Us 
for the Order;

“Order” means the Order form in relation to the Goods to 
be purchased by You, either set out in Your purchase order 
or created through Our web site, or by e- mail, fax or on 
the telephone. Each Order shall be construed as an offer to 
purchase those Goods by You;

“Quotation” shall mean a Quotation from Us in relation to 
specific Goods. Prices included in Quotations, Our price lists, 
e-mails, faxes, telephone calls, order acknowledgements or 
imputed verbally and/or are from Our web site are indicative 
only and are subject to change by Us at any time. The Price You 
pay will be as set out in the Invoice sent to You by Us in respect 
of the relevant Order, or in respect of Business Charge Cards 
the amount required by Us for the Order. 

2. Acceptance of Orders and Creation of Contracts 
a. These terms and conditions apply to all Goods provided to 
You by Us. When You place an Order for Goods You make an 
offer to purchase the Goods described in Your Order (“Offer”).  
b. Our acceptance of Your Offer shall occur when we despatch 
the Goods and raise an Invoice for the Goods. Your Offer 
may not be accepted by Us. No contract is created or binding 
on Us unless and until We accept Your Offer and raise the 
relevant Invoice. If You order by a Business Charge Card then 
our acceptance will occur when we process the transaction to 
accept the funds for the Order from the Business Charge Card; 
in this instance, a tangible Invoice may not be created for the 
Order by Us. Invoices may be sent electronically including by 
pdf attachment. 
c. If You have standard terms and conditions then they are not 
applicable to any contract with Us. No variation to these terms 
and conditions are binding on Us unless expressly included in 
Our Invoice. 
d. We will keep copies of all contracts for a reasonable time. 
These may be available from Us on request, on payment of 
reasonable administration, copying charges and postage.

3. Data Protection 
All data, information and documentation relating to You may be 
used by Us and Our suppliers as described in Our web site’s 
Legal Notices and terms and conditions and You consent to its 
use by either Us or Our suppliers.

4. Price and Payment 
a. The Price to be paid shall be as set out in Our Invoice, or in 
respect of Business Charge Cards the amount required by Us 
for the Order. Prices exclude inspection, delivery, installation, 
training and/or support service charges unless separately 
identified in the Invoice. 
b. Payment for all Goods purchased by non-credit account 
holders shall be made prior to delivery. Payment shall not be 
deemed to have been made until cleared funds are received 
in Our bank. 
c. For credit account holders, unless otherwise agreed in writing, 
and providing You are within Your credit account limits, payment 
for Goods supplied are strictly net cash 30 days from the date 
of Invoice. We may collect payments by Direct Debit where this 
facility is agreed. We may at any time on or after acceptance by 
notice in writing to You vary the terms of payment by demanding 
immediate payment or, at Our option, adequate security for 
sums due. 
d. Time for payment shall be of the essence. We reserve the 
right to charge interest at 4 per cent above National Westminster 
Bank plc base lending rate from the time being in force on 
Invoices (or where payment is by Business Charge Cards as 
agreed with You) overdue for payment. 
e. If any payment shall not be paid on its due date or if Your 
credit limit is exceeded We shall be entitled to suspend all 
further deliveries until such payment is received. The right to 
suspend deliveries under this paragraph shall be in addition to 
any other remedies to which We are entitled. 
f. All Prices are exclusive of any applicable VAT, for which the 
Customer shall be additionally liable. For consumers this shall 
be separately identified in Our Invoice. 
g. All payments must be made by You in the currency included 
in Our Invoice (or where payment is by Business Charge Cards 
as agreed with You) by cleared cheque, credit or debit card or 
transfer to such bank account as We may from time to time 
notify in writing to You. Payments are not deemed to be made 
until cleared funds are received into Our bank account. 
h. You are not entitled to withhold payment of the Price or to 
claim set off against any payments due to the Company 

5. Delivery 
a. We will deliver the Goods to the delivery address stated in 
Our Invoice (or, where payment is by Business Charge Card, 
as agreed with You). We shall only be required to deliver to 
the reception on the ground floor. You must ensure that a 
responsible person is available for accepting delivery of the 
Goods. Where there is no-one to accept delivery of the Goods 
from a courier then the courier will leave a notice that they have 
tried to deliver to the address and You will be responsible for 

arranging delivery from the courier. Any additional charges for 
failed deliveries shall be Your responsibility to settle with the 
courier and/or Us. 
b. Times and dates for delivery are estimates only.  
c. Once Goods have been delivered to the delivery address 
Goods are at Your own risk and We will not be liable for their 
loss or destruction.

6. Acceptance 
a. If the Goods delivered are not what You Ordered or are 
damaged or defective in any way or the delivery is of an 
incorrect quantity then You must notify Us of the problem by 
telephone email or fax immediately and confirm this in writing 
within 3 working days of the delivery in question. After 3 working 
days from delivery unless You have notified us in writing to the 
contrary, You shall be deemed to have accepted the Goods. 
Where You are buying in the capacity of a consumer Your 
statutory rights are not affected.

7. Title and Risk 
a. Title of the Goods shall not pass from Us until We have 
received full payment for them. Upon receipt of full cleared 
payment, title to the Goods shall automatically pass to You. 
Where Goods are software, title to the software remains vested 
in the copyright owner and You do not own the title to the 
copyright material, instead You purchase a license. You do not 
obtain a license to use the software until payment is received 
in full by Us. The terms of the relevant license are described in 
clause 9 below. 
b. The risk in any Goods supplied by Us shall pass to You on 
delivery and You should insure accordingly. 
c. In the event of You entering into Liquidation or having a 
Winding Up Order made against You, or You entering into any 
composition with Your creditors, or a Receiver, Receiver and 
Manager or Administrative Receiver being appointed over 
Your assets or income or any part thereof, or in the event of 
You being an individual or individuals You committing any Act 
of Bankruptcy, or having any Bankruptcy Petition presented 
against You, or if You have failed to pay for any Goods on due 
date, We may in addition to Our other rights rescind without 
liability to You any outstanding and unexecuted contracts and 
We may by Our duly appointed representatives enter Your 
premises and recover all Goods in respect of which title shall not 
have passed to You. 
d. Until any property in the Goods has passed to You such 
Goods shall be held by You as bailee for Us. 
e. In the event of You reselling or otherwise disposing of the 
Goods or any part thereof before property has passed to them, 
You will, until payment is made in full to Us of the Price of the 
Goods, hold in trust for Us all rights under any such contract of 
sale or other contract in pursuance of which the Goods or any 
part thereof are disposed of, or any contract by which property 
comprising the said Goods or any part thereof is or is to be 
disposed of and any monies or other consideration received 
by them, and such proceeds are to be used first in discharge 
of any outstanding indebtedness to Us. Further if You have not 
received the proceeds of any such sale You will if called upon to 
do so by Us, upon demand, assign to Us all rights against the 
person or persons to whom Our Goods have been sold.

8.Cancellation, Your Rights and Additional Obligations  
a. If You are a consumer then You have a right to cancel Your 
Order within 7 working days of delivery of the Order by Us. 
Any cancellation must be notified to Us in writing. You shall be 
entitled to obtain a refund of the price paid providing You return 
the Goods as soon as reasonably possible, in good saleable 
condition in their original packing materials with seals unopened, 
to Our address as described above. The cost of the return will 
be payable by You. You must obtain proof of delivery for any 
returns to Us. Refunds for Goods returned in good condition 
with seals unbroken will be made as soon as reasonably 
possible after receipt of the Goods. Business customers do not 
have the right to cancel an Order. 
b. Certain Goods have ‘eligibility criteria’ that must be satisfied 
so that You can use the Goods in accordance with their license 
terms. You must read the eligibility criteria very carefully and 
check and certify that You satisfy the relevant conditions for the 
Goods. By placing an Order for those Goods You are promising 
to Us that You satisfy the relevant eligibility criteria. If You breach 
this promise then You will not acquire a valid license to use 
those Goods; in addition You will not be entitled to any refund or 
to cancel the contract for the purchase of those Goods.  
d. You are under a duty to ensure that the Goods Ordered from 
Us will suit Your requirements and that they are compatible with 
other products or components with which they are to be used. 
e. You may be required to provide to Us details of users of 
Goods. You must supply these details on request and We 
reserve the right to audit Your records and usage to ensure 
compliance with all Your obligations under a contract.  
f. If we set up and account for You then it is Your duty to keep 
the account details and passwords secure and to control the use 
of the account by only authorised persons. You must notify Us 
in writing immediately if any personnel are no-longer authorised 
to use an account or if any security features or passwords are 
compromised. All contracts created before any such written 
notification is received shall be binding on You. 
g. If You have any questions about cancellation, licensing, 
audit, use of Digital Rights Management (DRM) or eligibility You 
should contact Us before You place Your Order.

9. Licensing 
a. If the Goods You are purchasing include software then the 
Goods are sold subject to the license terms and conditions of 
the manufacturer or copyright owner. By agreeing to purchase 
the Goods concerned and/or carrying out certain other actions 
such as clicking on click wrap terms or opening the packaging 
or loading the software onto your device You accept these 
terms. If You do not wish to accept the license and manufacturer 
or copyright owners terms and conditions then You should 
not place an Order for these Goods with Us or, if You are 
a consumer You should exercise Your cancellation right as 
described in 8a) above. You must comply with the license terms 
and conditions when using the Goods. Breach of these license 
terms may prevent You from being permitted to use the software 
concerned. Some license terms include audit rights for the 
manufacturer or copyright owner. Some software contains DRM 
materials that physically restrict Your use of the Goods. We do 
not have any ability to agree that any software can be placed in 

escrow or that any source code will be made available to You.

10. Our Right to Cancel  
a. We may cancel any contract between Us and You if We have 
insufficient stock to deliver the Goods that You have Ordered, 
or if We do not deliver to Your area, or where there has been 
a typographical or other error in the pricing information or 
description or if We cannot deliver due to reasons outside Our 
reasonable control. If We decide to cancel a contract then We 
will notify You by e-mail, letter, fax or telephone and will re-credit 
Your account any sums paid to Us as soon as reasonably 
possible. We will not be obliged to pay any compensation for 
losses or disappointment suffered or incurred by You as a result 
of such cancellation.

11. Warranty and Exclusions. 
a. We are a reseller of Goods and do not warrant the Goods 
ourselves. Instead We will pass through to You the benefit of 
any warranty from the manufacturer or copyright owner that is 
still in effect for the Goods that You purchase. Such warranty is 
offered by Us subject to the terms and conditions and limitations 
of the relevant warranty from the manufacturer or copyright 
owner. In the event that You should have a warranty claim 
that is within the relevant warranty terms for Your Goods then 
You should kindly contact Us so that it may be the first point of 
contact for warranty service for You.  
b. The above warranty is in lieu of all implied and express 
warranties, conditions and/or representations which are 
excluded to the fullest extent possible. Save in respect of claims 
for death or personal injury arising from Our negligence, in no 
event will We be liable for any damages arising from lost profits, 
loss of anticipated savings, nor for any damages that are an 
indirect or secondary consequence of any act or omission of Us 
whether such damages were foreseeable or actually foreseen.  
c. Your Statutory Rights as a consumer are not affected.

12. Limitation of Liability 
IMPORTANT PLEASE READ THIS CLAUSE CAREFULLY 
Because the potential losses which You might suffer as 
a result of any breach of contract by Us are more readily 
ascertainable by You and because such losses could be wholly 
disproportionate to the contract Price and to enable Us to keep 
the contract Price as low as reasonably possible, You agree that 
We limit our liability in accordance with the following provisions.  
a. We shall not be liable for any consequential or indirect loss 
suffered by You including without limitation, loss of profits, 
loss of anticipated savings, loss of use of Goods, damage to 
your property or personal injury that is not attributable to Our 
negligence, whether this loss arises from breach of express or 
implied duty in contract or tort or in any other way (including loss 
arising from Our negligence).  
b. Our total liability shall not exceed the value of the Goods 
as set out in Our Invoice for the Goods that are the subject of 
the claim (or where payment is by Business Charge Cards the 
Price as agreed with You). After accepting liability in respect 
of Goods We shall have the option of refunding the relevant 
Goods’ Price to the Buyer or of replacing the Goods in question 
within a reasonable time and any replacement Goods shall be 
accepted by the Buyer in substitution for any rights in respect of 
the replaced Goods.  
c. We do not limit Our liability for death or personal injury caused 
by Our negligence.  
d. We do not limit or exclude Our liability for Our fraudulent 
misrepresentation. 
e. Your Statutory Rights as a consumer are not affected.

13. Termination  
a. In addition to all other remedies We may have against You 
for breach of contract, We may terminate any contract with You 
upon written notice delivered to You and may suspend delivery 
or service in the whole or part and may take repossession of 
Goods and demand any security payment on account as We 
may require if:- 
i) Any account due to Us is outstanding in excess of agreed 
credit terms;  
ii) You do not comply with the terms of any contract or with any 
precondition demanded by Us;  
iii) You fail to take delivery of Goods from Us;  
iv) You are bankrupt or insolvent or You enter into any 
composition with Your creditors or if You are the subject of a 
winding up resolution or petition or receive notice of intended 
bankruptcy proceedings or fail to provide satisfactory credit 
references to Us if required to do so;  
b. The right to suspend also specifically applies to the right to 
suspend services such as support to Goods sold to the Buyer.  
c. Upon the happening of any of the above-mentioned events 
We shall be entitled to a lien upon any of Your Goods in Our 
possession.

14. Miscellaneous 
Notices should be sent to Us at the address set out above. We 
will send notices to You at Your address or at our option the 
delivery address where this is different. We may send notices 
to You electronically or by fax where You provide an e-mail 
address or fax number. 
We shall have no liability for failing to deliver any Goods that 
You may have Ordered or for any delay in doing so if the failure 
is caused by any event or circumstance beyond Our reasonable 
control including, without limitation, strikes, lock-outs or any 
other industrial disputes, non-availability of supplies, flood, fire, 
explosion or accident, or sudden hikes in exchange rates or the 
purchase price of Goods. 
These terms and conditions, together with Our current Prices, 
Invoice, your delivery details, contact details and Our web site’s 
Legal Notices and terms and conditions and the manufacturers 
or copyright owners terms and conditions, set out the whole of 
our agreement relating to the supply of Goods to You by Us. 
Nothing said by any sales person or representative or included 
as a general description in a web site, catalogue or brochure 
should be understood as a variation of these terms and 
conditions or as a representation about the nature or quality of 
any Goods offered for sale by Us. Save for fraud or fraudulent 
misrepresentation by Us, We shall have no liability for any such 
representation being untrue or misleading.

If We accept Your Offer and a dispute between the parties 
arises, the laws of England and Wales and its Courts shall have 
exclusive jurisdiction to determine such disputes.



Subject to stock, orders to UK mainland destinations wil be dispached for next day delivery.

Highlands and non UK mainland destinations are subject to a 2/3 day delivery. 

All quoted prices are exclusive of VAT, and are subject to our standard Conditions of Sale.

Tel Fax E-mail
Sales .......................... 01974 200201 01974 202628 sales@pugh.co.uk

Technical ................... 01974 200203 01974 202628 tech@pugh.co.uk

Customer Services ... 01974 200202 01974 202628 cserv@pugh.co.uk

Accounts ................... 01974 200206 01974 202628 accounts@pugh.co.uk

Fax

Pugh Computers Ltd
www.pugh.co.uk

W a y s  t o  O r d e r

Pugh Computers Ltd
Denver House,  LLANON,  Aberystwyth, SY23 5LP

Tel: 01974 200 200

E-mail Post

Standard Carriage Term                     Order Value Under £300                        Order Value Over £300
UK Mainland
except Scottish Highlands  £ 6.00 ex VAT     FREE
N. Ireland + Ireland £  20.00 ex VAT £  20.00 ex VAT
Scottish Highlands &
Islands, Channel Islands & 
Isle of Man £ 25.00 ex VAT £  25.00 ex VAT

Direct Dispatch      Variable  Variable

Returns Procedures
1)  Call Customer Services for returns authorisation and reference number.

2)  Goods returned without authorisation, incomplete or not in a re-saleable condition will not be accepted.



Our Partners and Accreditations include:

Your Sales Contacts

Solutions Team

Eldi Berkshire
01974 200 212 | eldi@pugh.co.uk

Simon Keeble
01974 200 218 | simon@pugh.co.uk

Account Managers

Nathan Bennett
01974 200 215 | nathan@pugh.co.uk

Account Managers

Barry Lewis (Team Leader)
01974 200 217 | barry@pugh.co.uk

Sophie Johnson
01974 200 204 | sophie@pugh.co.uk

Enterprise & Solutions Lead
Eifion Evans

01974 200 201 | eifion@pugh.co.uk

Creative Team



Find out more today  
- call 01974 200 201

Microsoft Azure provides on-demand infrastructure that scales and adapts 
to your changing IT needs, develop modern applications, gain insights 

from data, and manage identity access.

Microsoft Azure
Microsoft launch UK data centres for cloud services  

London, Cardiff and Durham 

Virtual Machines
Provision Windows & Linux  
VMs & Apps in minutes

Site Recovery
Replicate entire site and recover 
in Azure 

Storage & Backup
Simple, reliable server backup,  
scalable cloud storage

Identity & Access Management
Single sign-on across Azure,  
O365 & other SaaS apps

What can you do with Azure?
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